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THE CHRISTMAS DINNER - December 29th, 1955
With President and Executive in medieval costume proceeding in
dignified procession to the stage, with the choir singing Willan's Choral
March, with the Boar's Head procession, complete with Wardens, Sergeant At
Arms, Candle Bearers and other servitors, and with the common members in
tabards and Elizabethan ruffs filling the great hall, the Christmas Dinner
opened in all its traditional glory.
Grace was said by Canon Ward with the choir singing the Non Nobis
Domine. Her Majesty the Queen was toasted, the choir singing "Salute to
Elizabeth". Another toast "To Absent Friends" was proposed by the President,
- in his own words: "To our many friends who have passed along and others
who through sickness are unable to join us tonight".
After President Cleeve Horne's felicitous address he introduced
the guest of the evening, the President of St. George's Society, Mr Richard
Meech, who responded with a speech of excellent humour.

)

After dinner the programme announcements were made by Earle Grey.
Sid Johnson-Lorraine gave a mystifying hocus-pocus performance of sleightof-hand in an entirely new vein. Followed a playlet by Eric Adlwinckle
"An Unknown Elizabethan Carol" in which a number of Shakespear's ghosts strut
the stage. The players were Aldwinckle, Milne, Mulholland, Strachan, Shelden,
Rayson, Watson. The staging, decor and lighting, all very effective, were
by McNeill, Coucill and Fleetwood-Morrow.
During the evening the choir under Ouchterlony sang carols; The
First Noel with MacMillan at the piano completed the programme.
Greetings were received from the Salmagundi Club of New York, the
Arts Club of Montreal and the Savage Club, London.

*said

The decorations of the great hall for this occasion were a departure
from the traditional and were designed to make the room an Elizabethan period
museum, satirically inclined. Great credit is due to all those who worked
for the success of the festival, but in the words of Cleeve Horne in his
presidential address "For this one evening so few have worked for so many,
that to give credit would mean to give credit where credit is due, and traditionally, in this Club 'tis something we rarely do". However, it must be
that the preparation of the showcases and their contents was due to
Walter Coucill and his staff.
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The spirit of the Club's Christmas festivities is implicit in the poem
recently written by J. Lewis Milligan:
THE ENCHANTED SEASON
The season of enchantment comes again,
When we can to that mystic realm return,
Where Childhood T s dreams immortally remain,
And friendly fires of home forever burn.
An old, old story, yet the flight of years
Its magic and its beauty cannot mar;
The torch of knowledge flares and disappears,
Serene above the East still shines the Starl
Come, let us gather for a little while
Here in the sacred circle of its beams,
Where all our phantom cares we may beguile,
Building again the palace of our dreams:
A happy child shall lead us in the way,
The child we used to be on Christmas Day.

ALLWARD MEMORIAL EXHIBITION
Early in December a memorial exhibition of the work of the late Walter
Allward, a distinguished charter member of the Arts and Letters Club and the
designer of the Vimy Memorial, was opened at the Art Gallery of Toronto as a
feature of the Royal Canadian Academy display. Sketches, photographs and models
representing his work in different stages, were shown.
ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY
The December elections of the R. C. A. resulted in the following:
President, Hugh L. Allward; Acting Vice-President, Franklin Arbuckle;
Treasurer, J. Roxburgh Smith; Secretary, Fred Finley; Academician members for
two years, W. L. Somerville, A. J. Casson, Cleeve Home, A. S. Mathers. For one
year, Arthur Lismer, Robert W. Pilot, Lilias T. Newton, R. York Wilson. Associate
members for one year, Oscar de Lall, Campbell Tinning. Academicians elected,
A. Bieler, George Pepper, Gordon Adamson, Sydney H. Watson. Associated elected,
Edwin A. Gardiner.
OPERA FESTIVAL
The season of Opera given by the Toronto Opera Festival in Toronto this
Spring is scheduled to begin at the Royal Alexandra Theatre on Friday, February
24th, to run until March 10th. The operas are "Carmen", "Don Giovanni", and
"Madame Butterfly". Conductors are Nicholas Goldschmidt and Ernesto Barbini.
Herman Geiger-Torel is stage director for all three productions.
CHRISTMAS GRATUITY FUND
If there are any members who have not responded to the letter of the
House Committee dated November 29th re Staff Gratuities, will they accept this
re'rirnder and send along their cheques.
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CORRECTION
Dr. Healey Willan asks us to correct the statement made in the last
issue of the Letter that he was the first Canadian to receive the Lambeth degree
in music. The degree was conferred upon the late Dr. Percival I. Illsley of
Montreal in 1911 and sponsored by the Archbishop of Ottawa, The Bishops of Montreal,
Toronto, Ontario and Quebec, the Provost of Trinity College, Dr. Albert Ham and
Sir Walter Parratt.

Many members who have read Charles Dunnts book "Highland Settler", a
copy of which is on the "Members" shelf in the Club library, were interested in
his series of radio talks given during December on "The bases for celtic nationalism in Scotland, Ireland and Wales". Mr. Dunn is an authority on this subject
and recently spent a year in research in the British Isles.

Willan t s cantata "The Mystery of Bethlehem" was broadcast from Vancouver
over a CBC network on December 20th. The choir singing the work was conducted by
Dalton Baker, an old friend of Healey's and formerly a well-known Toronto musician
and member of the Club,

*

Non-resident member E. R. (Bob) Hunter, who is Director of the Art
Museum of Jacksonville, Florida, writes sending best wishes to members of the Club
and advising his friends that he has a new address: 1511 Avondale Avenue, Jacksonville, Fla. The Club t s regards to Mr. Hunter!

The Society of Canadian Painter-Etchers and Engravers announces its
40th Annual Exhibition. Entry forms should be sent to the Secretary, Mrs. Anne
Smith Hook, 32 MountView Avenue, Toronto 9, not later than February 8th. Prints
for selection should be sent to Studio 3, 346 Bloor St. East, or out of town
prints to Halliday Studio, 43 Victoria St., Toronto. Prints from outside Canada
should go to The Royal Ontario Museum, CPE Exhibition, 100 Queen's Park, Toronto.

CLUB PICTURE SHOW
During part of December the pictures hung in the great hall were small
sketches by members,, both professional and lay.

THE LIBRARY

0

Four books dealing with one or more of the arts as practiced in Canada
have been obtained for the Club library. 1) The Old Silver of Quebec, by Rammay
Taquair. French renaissance art flourished in Quebec long after that art had
disappeared in its native land; this book records the history of one branch of
ths art, that of the silversmith. A large number of marks and of silversmiths
are listed, and there are 16 pages of illustrations from photographs. 2) Church
stylistic evolution, especially as regards origin and development, of the Quebec

4.
THE LIBRARY cont'd
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Two donations to the library have recently been received. One
the
as
Canadian Paintings in Hart House, sent by the Warden, Joseph McCulley,

gift of Hart House.

In four sections, the book contains 78 reproductions, nine

are by J. Russell
of which are in full colour; selection, arrangement and notes
hanging among
Harper. The works of a number of Club members are to be found of ways over the
variety
a
in
helped
have
members
these paintings, while other
past 35 years to form this important collection.
poems titled
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authors,
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Drifting Boats. This booklet was sent from
Marion Arnold.

NEW MEMBERS
Barber,
DONALD T. BARBER. Mr. Barber is the son of a former member, Mr. Frank
introduced
time
to
time
from
who
and
who from 1915 to 1930, was in the Club,
interested in music and
his son to its amenities. Donald is now a non-pro member
painting. By vocation he is a management consultant.

*

JOSEPH BARFOOT. Mr. Barfoot enters the Club as a non-pro member who is deeply
of the late Owen
interested in music, painting and sculpture. He is a nephew
an asset to the Club choir).
Staples (a former well known member whose voice was
for 30 years; is treasurer of the
He has been a member of the Saturday Club
1
Society. His
Potters' Guild and a member of the Toronto Field Naturalists
for which he
and
exhibited
he has
special hobby is Pottery, specimens of which
has won prizes.
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NEW MEMBERS cont'd
GERALD BERN.
Mr. Bern joins the Club as a professional member. He studied at
the Academy of Arts, Berlin and has been for some 17 years a freelance commercial
artist. His special interest is in graphic and fine art and sculpture. As a
hobby, he collects Masks.
H. G. DIGHTON.
Mr. Dighton is a non-pro member who is manager of the Graphic
Department of the Ontario Hydro. His work involves him in the superintendence
of the Commissiont s display section, in photography, motion pictures, scripts,
etc., and his Department acts for the Hydro in the whole field of the Graphic
Arts.
WILLIAM J. McBAIN. Mr. McBain is a pro member in private practice as an architect.
He obtained his Bachelor of Architecture at the University of Toronto in 1943 and
is a Design-lecturer at the School of Architecture, University of Toronto. He is
one of the six winners of the preliminary competition for the design of a National
Gallery at Ottawa.
Mr. Mee is a professional member, by vocation an architectural
ROBERT A. MEE.
planner and designer. He is particularly interested in water colour painting
and sculpture and collects stamps, historical Canadiana, Russel Flint paintings
and other money-consuming hobbies.

*

A professional member who is an industrial designer specialLINCOLN G. MORRIS.
izing in lighting and interior metal work. He is interested in painting and is
an amateur violinist who holds a bronze medal from the London College of Music.
In addition to his work as a designer he has exhibited in the shows of the R.C.A.
and the Montreal Art Association in the media of oils, water colour and pencil.
He is a past president of the Montreal Arts Club, a member of the Pen and Pencil
Club, Montreal, and of the executive committee of the Quebec branch of Canadian
Handicrafts Guild.
A professional musician elected to the Club in the proJ. R. L. SIDGWICK.
fessional category. He has degrees of M.A., Mus. Bac., and F.R.C.O., is organist
of the Metropolitan Church, Toronto and Director of Church Music at Trinity
College. He has conducted the English Madrigal Singers, the a-capella section
of the Mendelssohn Choir and the Bach-Elgar Choir, Hamilton. When he has time
from his music he enjoys wood-working and gardening and is interested in painting and in literature. He can also fly if necessary as he is an ex-pilot of
the R.A.F.
Mr. Fleming is a commercial artist, designer and art director.
ALLAN FLEMING.
He has recently returned from a two year stay in England and Europe where he has
worked with and studied under the foremost typographical designers. During this
time he has also studied folk music at various festivals. He is particularly
interested in the guitar, which he plays, and makes a hobby of record collecting
and photography.
(This list will be continued in the next Letter)
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LADIES DAY, Saturday January 14th
The programme for the Ladies Day, Saturday afternoon, January 14th, as announced
"for members and their friends" consisted of a repeat performance of the stage
presentation which followed the Christmas Dinner. Sid Johnson-Lorraine gave his
clever patter-less sleight-of-hand performance followed by Aldwinckle's smart
skit "An Unknown Elizabethan Carol" with its intriguing stage effects.
The president, Cleeve Home, welcomed the guests in his usual happy manner and
Earle Grey was an impressive and witty master of ceremonies.
In addition to the stage show, the Club quartet, Thompson, Heal, Ward and Rayson,
repeated its Dinner performance and gave a rollicking rendering of the drinking
song written for the Club by Reginald Godden, with Dr. Russell at the piano.
The subsequent serving of refreshments and the inspection by the guests of the
clever showcases of Shakespeariana assembled by Walter Coucil, brought to a close
an exceedingly pleasant afternoon.
CLUB NOTES
Claude Bissell has been appointed President of Carleton College, Ottawa. We
congratulate Mr. Bissell and Carleton College but on the other hand regret his
prospective loss as a resident member of the Club. He will be leaving Toronto
on July 1st, but we hope the Club will have the pleasure of seeing him frequently.
Brendan Mulholland left on February 6th on what our friends in the United States
call a coastwise trip: by ship from New York to Los Angeles via the Panama Canal.
It is a trip many of us would like to be taking at this time of the year, or
indeed, at any time of the year. He will be away for about six weeks.

Another member looking forward to a trip that should be memorable is our president,
Cleeve Home. With his family he will be leaving early in March for Grenada in
the Windward Islands, and Jamaica.
Bob Farquharson, on the Club Executive a few years ago and now in the Canadian
Embassy, Washington, represented the Arts and Letters Club at the opening of
Tambourlaine in New York on January 20th. He sent an interesting report to our
president summarizing the critical opinions and describing the pre-opening party
and the after-show reception. As many members were concerned in the production
and many others interested in the venture, we are placing Bob's report in the
Club archives.
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Club Notes cont'd
town near the
Milton Blackstone writes from El Centro, California, a small
it as "a little
describes
and
there
Mexican border. He is spending the winter
the first of May.
paradise". He expects to be back at Rosedale, Ontario, after
DEATH OF: MRS. CARD
of the
We regret .that while on a short visit to New York the death occurred
the
express
we
mother of two of our members: Raymond and Brownlow Card, to whom
Club's sympathy.
daughter of a
Mrs. Card was the widow of the late Reverend William Card and
well-known artist of Malvern, England, James Charles Oldmeadow, London. She
was 87 years old and had lived in Toronto since 1912.
COMING CLUB EVENTS
Members will have already received notice of a LADIES NIGHT for February 16th
when John Fleetwood-Morrow will repeat "An Adventure in Colour". Refreshments
will be served at the usual nominal charge.
MONTHLY DINNER FEBRUARY 25TH
On this occasion we shall have the pleasure of hearing Professor Jim Murray
give a talk on "Parallels in Music and Architecture".
LADIES NIGHT, MARCH 22ND, 8:15 p.m.
An evening of special importance to Club
members, their wives and friends.
In the early Spring, Dr. J. Harry Ebbs will leave for Europe, where he will
lecture at Edinburgh and Belfast Universities. We are to have the privilege of
The lecture
a preview of his lecture "Medical Services in Northern Canada".
will be illustrated by an abundance of colour transparencies taken during the
Northern Ontario
period 1938 to the present and covering work in Alaska, Yukon,
an ascent
during
made
transparencies
show
also
will
Ebbs
Dr.
and the Arctic.
nominal
usual
the
at
Refreshments
Robson.
Mount
mountain,
of Canada's highest
charge.
THE LIBRARY
Each month mention is made in the News Letter of some new additions to the
library; these new additions are in the form of books, pamphlets, catalogues,
etc. But perhaps once a year attention should be drawn to the wealth of material
that comes to the library in the form of weekly, monthly and quarterly periodicals.
It is assumed that members are familiar with the material contained in the publications displayed on the table in the lounge, therefore reference will be made
used
only to the publications found on the library table. The section headings
groupof
way
convenient
a
provide
in both the catalogue and the shelf arrangement
ing this material.
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The Library cont'd
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Literature. Essays, criticisms, and review - all of a high merit - are to be
found in the University of Toronto Quarterly. The contents of the current issue
include an article on the memoirs of Heine, a comparison of the supernatural in
the writings of Wordsworth and Coleridge, and an article titled "A Common Ancestry: Literature In Australia And Canada". (Bill Shelden please note). Other
recent issues have contained articles with such titles as "The Teaching Of
Literature" and "Literature and Literary Judgement".
Architecture. It would seem that every subject remotely touching the field of
architecture is dealt with by that great publication titled The Architectural
Review. Recent articles have presented such variety as the design of U.S. Embassy buildings throughout the world, the styles of English brewing houses, and
the furnishings of churches in Germany. The fields of interior decorating,
industrial and domestic design, and house furnishings all receive first-rate
coverage in this excellent publication.
Music. Recent issues of The Musical Times have contained such contributions as
"European Radio Orchestras", "Plain Words For Church Choirmasters", and "Shaw
As Music Critic". This publication always offers good reviews on books about
music, as well as scholarly notes on gramophone and wireless music. Under this
section-heading attention must also be drawn to the January number of Theatre
Arts, for the issue is a special one devoted to opera, and includes the English
libretto of "Cosi Fan Tutte".
Coverage in this field is offered by three publications: the British
Painting.
Studio, the American Art News, and this country's Canadian Art, Recently Studio
has contained articles dealing with the work of Picasso, Piper, and Gore, as well
as surveys such as "Modern Painting in Iraq". Art News has been offering such
titles as "The Suave Passion of Pascin", "The Lautrec Bite", and "Is There A
California School?". Recent copies of Canadian Art have contained articles on
"The First Biennial of Canadian Painting", and "Some Reflections of Art in
Alberta".
The three publications mentioned in the previous section all cover
Sculpture.
the field of sculpture. Articles titled "Josephina de Vasconcellos", "The
Brancusi Touch"', and "A Canadian Sculpture in Mexico" have been published recently in Studio, Art News and Canadian Art respectively.
One might readily wager that all the major, minor, and miscelMiscellaneous.
laneous arts are dealt with by one or more of the nine numbers which comprise a
year's subscription of Connoisseur. Generously illustrated articles of the
highest quality, dealing with antiques and works of art in public and private
collections, make perusal of this fine publication of real interest and enjoyment.

'

Reference. Of immeasurable importance in the local field of reference is the
publication titled Canadiana. Now being produced monthly by the National Library
in Ottawa, the work contains this modest statement on the cover-page: "Publications of Canadian interest
noted by the National Library"; in actuality, this
periodical lists pertinent data on essentially everything that is published in
Canada. Another reference periodical of value is British Book News, which is
sub-titled "A Guide To Books Published in The Commonwealth And Empire". This compilation is published for the British Council by The National Book League, and
each monthly issue contains a selection of recommended books and a special article;
the article in the current copy is titled "Works Of Musical Reference".

4.
SHAKESPEARE FESTIVALS
The Earle Grey Shakespeare Festival Company has announced that A Midsummer
Nightts Dream and The Winterts Tale are two of the choices for its eighth season
in the grounds of Trinity College, with another play to be announced later. The
season will run from July 9th to August llth.
The Stratford Festival Season, the fourth, will run from June 18th to August 18th.
The plays, Henry V and The Merry Wives of Windsor. At time of writing this, no
further details are available, but the address of the publicity department of
the festival is 109 Erie Street, Stratford, Ontario.
It must have given much pleasure to all those interested in the Stratford
Festival to learn that there is every prospect of the Theatre having its own
permanent building in time for the 1957 season. All that is necessary seems to
be to raise nearly a million dollars. The basic design of the auditorium and
stage will remain the same, with the addition of a balcony overlooking the stage.
Bob Fairfield's firm, Rounthwaite & Fairfield, the original designers, are the
architects.

NEW MEMBERS
CLARE BICE
Clare Bice, B.A., (Western), who lives at 1010 Wellington Street, London, enters
the Club as a non-resident member. He is Curator of the London Art Gallery and
Museum, an associate of the Royal Canadian Academy and a member of the Ontario
Society of Artists.
He is a painter and has written and illustrated children's books.
As Curator of the London Gallery he has assembled and circulated many exhibitions
throughout Western Ontario and has made a great personal contribution to the
furtherance of art appreciation in Ontario.
JOHN WILLIAM WEVERS
Dr. John W. Wevers, 116 Briar Hill Avenue, Toronto, enters the Club in the nonpro category. He is professor of oriental languages at University College,
Toronto.
Dr. Wevers took his Th.D. at Princeton in 1945 and from 1945 to 1948 was engaged
in post-doctorial work in Indo-European Linguistics, Sanscrit, Arabic, Akkadian,
Ugaritic and Aramaic dialects. He held a number of posts at Princeton before
coming to University College in 1951.
He is a member of a number of learned societies; received a Rockefeller Grant
to study and travel in the Middle East, April 1954 to January 1955. Was honorary lecturer at the American School for Oriental Research at Jerusalem for the
autumn term 1954. He has made several notable contributions to the scholarly
literature in his field.
He takes a keen interest in music, particularly in 18th and pre-18th century,
and possesses a good Mozart record collection. Is vice-chairman of Music
Committee of Hart House.

5.
New Members cont'd

THEODORE ALLEN HEINRICH
Theodore A. Heinrich, B.A. (California), Mt. Litt. and Ph.D. (Cambridge Univ.)
is a pro-category member who, in July 1955, was appointed to the post of Director
of the Royal Ontario Museum. He came here from the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, where he was associate curator of the department of paintings. Previously he was curator of art Collections at the Henry E. Huntington Library and
Art Gallery, California.
Dr. Heinrich was born in 1910 at Tacoma, Washington, studied at the University
of California, Cambridge, and at Bonn.
During the war he served on the Intelligence staff of SHAEF and afterward remained
with the government in Germany for nearly six years. His duties were concerned
mainly with the recovery and restitution of looted works of art and assisting in
the reconstruction of German cultural agencies.
His writing has been principally in the fields of 18th and 19th century painting
and old master drawings; and he is a collector as well as scholar in the latter
field.
He is a trustee of the Pasadena Art Museum and of the Institut des Etudes des
Chateaux at Zurich, Switzerland. He is a member of the Council of the Canadian
Museums Association.
JULIUS TORZSAY-BIBER
Mr. Torzsay-Biber, 180 Soudan Avenue, Toronto, enters the Club as a nonprofessional member. He came to Canada from Europe in 1951. His native country
is Hungary, where he was manager of the law department of the National Bank of
Hungary. He fled to Austria as temporary governor of the bank with the gold
bullion national reserve. When handing over this gold to the U.S. Command he
was incarcerated by the Reds, but escaped with his family in 1945.
He holds the degree of Doctor of Laws of his native country and is at present
practicing as an accountant in Toronto.
Mr. Torzsay-Biber is an art 'connoisseur with a wide knowledge of European
galleries. He has exhibited his own paintings since 1922 and has travelled
extensively in Europe and the Far East. He is particularly interested in water
colour and pen drawing and collects old etchings and engravings.
EUGENE WILLARD BUTT
Mr. Butt enters the Club in the professional category and lives at 2821a Bathurst
Street, Toronto. He is an interior designer with the Robert Simpson Company;
Secretary Treasurer of the Society of Interior Decorators of Ontario; a member
of the executive of the Colour Council of Toronto and a life member of the Art
Gallery of Toronto.
His personal interests include Archaeology, Oriental Philosophies, Fine Art and
Sculpture and Orchestral Music. In connection with the latter he is acting
chairman of the recently formed Toronto Chapter of the American Berlioz Society
Inc.
Mr. Butt's outdoor recreation takes the form of horseback riding and equitation.

6.
New Members contTd

PETER FRANCIS
Mr. Francis joins the Club in the professional category and resides at 44 Elm
Avenue. He is a radio writer and producer who is at present Film Director with
CBC-TV. He was the producer of the "Jake and the Kid" series in its earliest
seasons. He has directed stage productions at Hart House and was for some time
assistant editor of "Mayfair".
As well as being an enthusiast of the Theatre, Mr. Francis makes a hobby of
photography.

We are glad to hear that Col. FRANK CHAPPELL of Oshawa is convalescing nicely.
Taken ill in October, he was in hospital until Christmas. He has been improving
at home and is now able to negotiate the stairs.
We are looking forward to seeing him at the Club in the near future.
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Monthly Dinner February 25th 1956
The February Dinner was presided over by Mr. James Wardropper, our Vice-President,
in the absence through illness of President Cleeve Home.
The "programme" was provided by Professor James Murray, not a member of the Club
but a guest who had kindly consented to come and give his talk on a subject which
he has pursued as a hobby: "Parallels in Music and Architecture". The talk was
illustrated with coloured slides and gramophone records, projected simultaneously,
each pair intended to present a similar mood. It was all extremely interesting
even though one could not always agree with the speaker's conclusions as to to
individual parallels.
Perhaps the best compliment that could have been paid to the speaker was the
stimulating discussion that followed the talk, in which a number of members
participated. One member, a well-known architect and also a knowledgeable musician,
in considering the subject later, expressing his gratitude to Professor Murray for
his address, could not agree as to modern buildings being associated with music
of the classical composers. He notes that the modern steel and glass building
or that 'Marseillaise monstrosity' should be associated with contemporary music
of the baser sort. "Heave in a couple of tons of modern sculpture and you would
have a regular Jam Session. The only emotions involved are those of the Building
Manager contemplating heat losses, depreciation and maintenance, - the only uplift
in the elevators."

5

THE FEBRUARY LADIES NIGHT
Members, ladies and friends spent a very pleasant evening on February 16th, when
John Fleetwood-Morrow gave a repeat performance of his film showing "An Adventure
in Colour" which was so popular when it was given at the November monthly dinner
held on December 3rd.
Some appropriate additions were made to the original set of slides, and the very
beautiful Bruges pictures were included.
James Wardropper welcomed the guests, lan Cameron thanked the speaker for the Club
and Chuck Matthews expressed appreciation of the fine photographic skill and
artistry displayed.
EXHIBITION OF WORK OF THE LATE WALTER ALLWARD
O

Following the exhibition in February of paintings by members the picture committee,

through the courtesy of member Hugh Allward, has obtained for showing at the Club
33 pieces of the work of our late member Walter Allward, in the form of drawings
and photographs of sculpture.
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SExhibition of Work of the late Walter Allward cont'd
These formed part of a memorial exhibition shown at the Art Gallery of Toronto last
November in conjunction with the annual exhibition of the Royal Canadian Academy.
The Club is happy to have this opportunity to examine and enjoy this great artist's
work and to pay some small tribute to the memory of a former much loved member.
THE SPRING SHOW
"TROPICORNIA"
The show will
A Cabaret will be held on the evenings of April 19th, 20th and 21st.
will be
atmosphere
be along the same lines as last year's POULE GRILLE but the
significance
particular
any
definitely Caribbean. Whether the "corn" in the title has
diary.
your
in
only time (and attending members) will tell. But put the dates down
TOM THOMSON MEMORIAL
an art centre to
A group of young business men of Owen Sound have set out to found
include a gallery and facilities for art classes as a memorial to Tom Thomson. It
is hoped that a fireproof building may be erected for the safe exhibiting of pictures
by Thomson and others.
WHAT MUSICIANS WEAR
We were amused recently by an article on the financial page of our morning paper
advice to the
by a well known financial writer in which he was giving sartorial
Young men can
thing.
another
And
"...
young business man. This is what amused:
general cut
same
the
have
clothes
the
if
clothes
still go wrong in dark coloured
a trombone
like
looking
offio~
the
into
walk
Don't
as those affected by musicians.
goes
which
saying
There is an old
player who wandered into the wrong building."
Last'.
his
to
stick
back to classical times 'Let the Cobbler
JOE McCULLEY ON TV
is now
Joe McCulley, who has exercised his talents in a number of callings and who
Warden of Hart House, is to be the regular host of a new television programme,
will be
known as Ford TV Graphic. This programme made its debut on March 2nd and
seen at 9 p.m. each Friday.

Dr. Harry Ebbs recently gave an address in New York on one of his special subjects,
he has been
"Observations on Height and Weight of School Children". Subsequently
ill but is expected to be able to resume his professional duties shortly.

)

We express the sympathy of the Club to several members who, we regret to say, are
from severe
on the sick list. Bruce Belfrage and Geza deKresz are both suffering
for a conheart attacks; C.A. Adamson, sculptor, has been under medical treatment
of a
effects
siderable period; and Jesse Middleton is still acutely feeling the
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fall.

Fred Challener has been much missed by his table companions and Club intimates.

It is always pleasant to hear from out-of-town members. Peter Askonas, of 3 Clifford
Street, London, W.1, England, writes to the effect that he follows with great interest the various Club events as reported in the Monthly Letter and sends his best
regards to all.
Another correspondent is Anson B. Cutts, now living in Phoenix, Arizona. Mr. Cutts
was executive secretary of the Association of Canadian Bookmen, 1935-1939, when
many of our members were officers or members of that organization. Mr. Cutts is
now the art-music-drama critic of the Arizona Republic, Phoenix. He presents an
alluring picture of this town: a wonderful winter climate and many amenities,
including an excellent symphony orchestra and many art exhibitions currently being
shown. His address is - 906 West Glendale Avenue.

Very interesting and informative letters have been received recently from two Club
old-timers - John Coulter and George Patton, both still living in London and enjoying
it.

The new Great Seal of Canada for the reign of Elizabeth II has been designed by
Eric Aldwinckle.

Claude Bissell, Vice-President of the University of Toronto and one of our new
members, who was recently appointed President of Carleton College, Ottawa, addressed
the Canadian Authors Association, Toronto Branch, on March 9th, his topic being
The Strength of Canadian Literature.

CLUB

NOTES
STAGE NEWS

A Stage Supervisor has been appointed, in the person of William (Bill) Shelden.
He will act as co-ordinator of all stage activities,- viz., costumes, properties,
lighting, scenery and maintenance of the stage itself. He will be, ex-officio, a
member of the entertainment committee.
RENEWAL OF LEASE
The lease of the Club premises from the St. George's Society has been renewed for
a period of five years from January, 1956. The sub-committee on sites for possible
new Club premises is still investigating.

The Club will be losing a distinguished member and Toronto a valuable citizen in
the person of R. D. Hilton Smith, who has been for a number of years deputy chief
librarian of the Toronto Public Library. He will be leaving shortly for Vancouver
where he has accepted a business appointment.

4.
We are very glad to learn that Bryant Fryer is improving after a long illness.

A. Y. Jackson, with a number of other painters, is on a painting expedition in
Tobago.

The Club is indebted to Glen Frankfurter for the gift of the very useful shelving
in the window at the rear of the bar.

Reginald Godden's performance of the cycle of Beethoven's 32 piano sonatas starts
on March 23rd in the First Unitarian Church, Hamilton, and will continue on
consecutive Friday evenings until May 18th.

The Painter-Etchers Society, a collection of whose works we usually see each year
at the Club, opened its annual exhibition at the Royal Ontario Museum on March 3rd.

STHE

LIBRARY

Booklets from two organizations have recently been added to the "Miscellaneous"
section of the library. The first of these consists of a commentary on the 25th
anniversary ceremonies contained in the Bulletin of the Museum of Modern Art; this
was an occasion which took place in October of 1954. The booklet reveals, in text
and pictures, the growth of the Museum from its extremely modest beginning. The
second is the annual Report of the British Council, an organization of independent
status created to develop closer cultural relations between the United Kingdom and
the rest of the world. This report covers the work of the Council from its inception
in 1934.
The eighth volume in the Pelican History of Art series has been obtained; this is
The Art and Architecture of Japan by T. R. Paine and A. Soper. The book is divided
into two parts -- part I deals with painting and scultpure, part II with architecture.
In time it ranges from the pre-Buddhist era to the 19th century. The text is illustrated by 173 pages of half-tone plates and over 40 line drawings.

*

We are pleased to report that Ernest Rolph has recovered from his recent illness.
It will be remembered that he was one of the two founder members unable to attend
the dinner in December at which honorary life membership was bestowed on those
charter members with continuous membership since 1909.
iMr.
Rolph has donated to the
library some interesting material which includes a sheaf of sketches of the royal
coat of arms prepared for George I, nine numbers of The Anglo-Saxon Review, and
two sale catalogues prepared for the disposal of the Cortlandt F. Bishop collection.

5.
The last mentioned items were divided as follows: Part I, Engravings and Etchings,
Part II, Color Prints. This great sale was held by the American Art Association in
November 1935; the descriptions and illustrations have been made more interesting
by the pencilled addition of the sale prices. The first copy of The Anglo-Saxon
Review appeared in June 1899, and subsequent volumes were issued at three-month
intervals thereafter. Lady Randolph Spencer Churchill was editor; many essayists
and critics of the day contributed, including such writers as Beerbohm, James,
Parker, and Swinburne. It is not, however, the contents that make this gift such
a valuable one, but rather the unique leather bindings. Each volume presents a
different covering, and a note on the history and interpretation of each design
used. These nine volumes represent splendid examples of the art of book-binding.

OBITUARY
Colonel Frank Chappell
Colonel Frank Chappell, a member of the Club who resided in Oshawa, died there on
February 20th, aged 73. His many friends in the Club were shocked at the news of
his death as after a long illness he had apparently been making a good recovery.

)

Born in Cardiff, Wales, he graduated in engineering from McGill University. He
went to Oshawa as town engineer and later became plant manager of General Motors,
and afterwards industrial relations manager for the same company. Upon his retirement he devoted much time to writing local history. He was a member of Rotary and
president of Oshawa Rotary in 1936-37. He compiled a history of Oshawa Rotary Club,
published in 1952, a copy of which he presented to the Arts and Letters Club, and
which is now on the Club library shelves.
He served in both world wars and was a member of St. Georget s Anglican Church, where
at one time he was rector's warden.
Elsewhere in these pages there appears a tribute to his memory by his friend Lewis
Milligan.

TRIBUTE TO COL. FRANK CHAPPELL
by
Lewis Milligan
To those Club members who were intimately acquainted with Frank Chappell, his sudden
passing came as a poignant personal bereavement. Last October he suffered an
attack of thrombosis, but after a long period of rest in hospital he was around the
house and apparently making a good recovery. A week before his death I visited him
at his lovely home in Oshawa and found him as cheerful and keen as ever. He died
in the evening of February 20, and on the following morning, as I was reading the
press notice of his death, I received a letter from him in which he had written:

*

"Since I saw you the doctor has been over me again and seems
well pleased with my progress. Some day I hope to be able to
pop into the Club as of yore."

6.
Tribute to Col. Frank Chappell cont 'd

That letter in his own firm hand was written within a few hours of his sudden call.
Frank Chappell was a man of many parts and interests. He was a soldier and a gentleman, with a fighting and administrative record in the two World Wars. When war broke
out in 1914 he was Town Engineer of Oshawa, and he immediately decided to join up.
Mr. McLaughlin of General Motors offered him a good position with the company, assuring him that the war would be over in six months. Frank accepted the offer on the
condition that if the war was not over by that time he would be free to enlist for
active service -- which he did.
Although a non-professional member of the Club, Frank was a scholar, a lover and
collector of rare books, proudly possessing a valuable collection of ancient prayer
books, for he was a good Churchman. He was also a writer of local history, a poet
and artist in his own right. His home was a Victorian paradise, reigned over by a
queenly and accomplished lady in Mrs. Chappell. His study was also a studio, replete
with easel and an oil painting in process. Above all, Frank Chappell was an ardent
Welshman, born in Swansea, South Wales, where his father was once Lord Mayor, Frank
was British to the core, a scion of that ancient tribe of British Celts, the Silvres,
who offered fierce resistance to the invading Romans. To his wife and family, the
Club extends its deepest sympathy and to Frank, in his beloved native tongue, we say:
Nos dawch, fy nghyfaill annwyl,.

14 ELM STREET
TORONTO

April 1956
THE SPRING SHOW - TROPICORNIA
April 19, 20, 21, 1956
The second of the Club Spring cabarets was as successful as the 1955 "Poule Grille".
It played to full houses and was a wonderful show, colourful, light-hearted and
full of enthusiasm. The audience had a good time, in spite of Pepper Pot, Cow Heel
and other tropical delicacies, - and drinks.
As has happened on other occasions there was a wild scramble for tickets at the
last moment by those foolish enough to leave this important matter too late. To
such, Fred Shaw and his assistants, Arthur Ament and Bill Prentice give the back
of their hands.
The accent this year was on things Spanish or Mexican. The Decor was in charge
of Walter Coucill who did the decoration of the Great Hall and Stage. The Entrance
to the Hall was done by Jack French, the design for programme by Max Houston, and
the posters in the lounge and printing of programmes were by Yvon Doucet.
Sid Johnson was Master of Ceremonies and performed two great acts of witch doctor
magic. The Club Cabaret Quartette, - Heal, Cameron, Rayson and Shelden, sang the
theme song "Tropicornia". Reg Heal was also heard in Calypso songs, including a
show-stopping "Don't Roll Those Blood-shot Eyes at Me", assisted by Gerry Bern with
guitar.
Eric Aldwinckle gave one of his inimitable dance-mimes, as a "Matador, not a Picador,
not that it matters", with David Ouchterlony at the piano. Bill Shelden made a hit
as "Harold, the Hat Man from Haiti". Fraser MacDonald created a Mexican dance scene
which included some fine singing, with Raphael Nunez accompanying with guitar.
"Tamburlaine" lived again, if only for a moment, with Byers, Strachan, Shelden, and
not forgetting Mulholland (Doctor), who sent them all in to tea and the padded cell.
The Zombies -- what shall we say about these six sad, half-dead victims of the chain
gang? They opened and closed the show, were letter-perfect in their lines and had
no trouble with their step routine.
Horace Lapp played nearly all evening for most of the acts, and did a surprise
number in a grass skirt and very little else.
As usual many members had fun and helped the show by working downstairs, back stage,
selling cigarettes (Stacey), taking photographs (Cooper, Collier), and three hardworking artists who drew portrait sketches all and every evening (Campbell, Houston
and Finley).
The all-important lighting was in the hands of Fleetwood-Morrow.

_
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MONTHLY DINNER, MONDAY 9TH APRIL
President Cleeve Home, just arrived back from a month in the Caribbean, presided
at the "March" Monthly Dinner which was, in point of fact, held on the first Monday
of April. This was made necessary by reason of an number of conflicting dates, A
number of Club members expressed themselves as being in favour of holding these
dinners on any night of the week except Saturday,- which is our regular night. On
this occasion there was a good attendance and it seemed that there were a number
of members present who do not ordinarily attend Saturday dinners.
Two fellow members had been invited to speak after
producer, Executive Producer at Stratford-on-Avon,
Stage Society; and Bob Fairfield, architect of the
now engaged as architect for the permanent theatre
ing season.

dinner: Leonard Crainford, actor,
and Chairman of the Shakespeare
present Stratford theatre and
to be built following this com-

It had been agreed in advance that Crainford would start off first and lay out, so
to speak, the principles, as he saw them, of open stage production. In a most
interesting talk, which led him to compare production methods between the conventional 'picture frame' stage with the open stage, he pointed to the challenge that
faces the actor, and no less the audience, when a stage such as exists at Stratford
is used. He hoped we would agree with him that the rewards were great for all
when this challenge was nobly met, as he thought it had been met at the Canadian
Stratford. Fairfield described with considerable humour, some of the more hectic
moments in connection with the planning and building of the present theatre, and
showed us by means of slides and a stage model, what we could expect at Stratford
in 1957. A good deal of lively discussion followed and at the end Crainford made
a neat point when he declared that he had had the fun of telling first what ought
to be, leaving Fairfield to show what was going to be done. He did wish to express
his confidence in the plans and both speakers were happily in agreement.
LADIES NIGHT, MARCH 22ND 1956
At this well-attended meeting, Dr. J. Harry Ebbs, who was shortly to be leaving
for Europe, where he will lecture at Edinburgh and Belfast Universities, gave a
preview of his lecture "Medical Services in Northern Canada". The talk was illustrated by many colour transparencies taken over a period of years, covering work
in Alaska, Yukon, Northern Ontario and the Arctic. An interesting group of slides
was also shown which were made during an ascent of Mount Robson; and others taken
in Algonquin Park.
Dr. Ebbs' presentation was greatly enjoyed and was followed by refreshments served
in the lounge.
CLUB PICTURE EXHIBITIONS
Following the Allward memorial show, the exhibition on the Club walls during the
latter part of March and the first two weeks of April was one of design and illustration by Eric Aldwinckle, O.S.A.
This exhibition "at a private club" was reviewed by Pearl McCarthy in the Globe and
Mail and the following is quoted from that review for the benefit of members who
may not have seen it: "It was delightfully reassuring to see, in a private club,
recent designs by an artist who has much influence on young artists, Eric Aldwinckle.
He is not only a distinguished but a successful designer. His illustration or
design always comes from basic springs and is never, therefore, intellectural
juggling. If he uses good old Roman lettering, there is a reason, even as there
is a reason if he gives his letters a springy caprice. The Massey medals for
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architecture designed by him are brilliant combinations of modern feeling for
crispness and feeling for the age-old interest of building.
"Symbolism is good in such hands. Of particular interest are Mr. Aldwinckle's
symbolic drawings for the book Canada's Tomorrow, in which papers from the Quebec
Conference of 1953 are published. Note the taste of the education page, where the
young figure is comprised within the old tenderly; or the way triteness is avoided
in the page on Canada's world place."
After the wall decorations for Tropicornia are removed there will be an exhibit of
the Canadian Painter Etchers.
SIR ERNEST'S RETIREMENT FROM THE T.S.O.
Sir Ernest MacMillan ended his tenure as conductor of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra
at the final subscription concerts on April 9th and 10th. On both nights he was
given a heart-warming reception and Sir Ernest was visibly affected.
No doubt Sir Ernest's emotions were stirred even more than were those of many of
his auditors who had followed the artistic progress of the orchestra from its early
days, some of whom had dreamed of and worked for the establishment of such a band
as the TSO has become under its leader.
Among the presentations made to Sir Ernest was a portrait painted by Cleeve Home.

Among the interesting items concerning club members which the writer has
noticed recently is that Barney Sandwell is giving up book business and setting
up as a farmer, pigs and all. His new estate consists of 315 acres near Elora;
his chief interest will be raising beef cattle.

Another
Mrs. Phyllis
William is a
the ceremony

interesting item, gleaned from the press, concerns the marriage of
Ross Birks to Sir William McKie, organist of Westminster Abbey. Sir
close personal friend of Healey Willan, and the music played during
was a work specially written for the occasion by Dr. Willan.

An interesting light on the early education of Healey Willan, was given during
a talk on the radio which he gave on March 25th. He spoke of some of the incidents
of choir-school life with many flashes of his characteristic wit.

I

The gift of a portrait of the late L.A.C. Panton, President of the Club at
the time of his death, has been made to the Club by Mrs. Panton. It is the work
of R. York Wilson and will be included in the Club's portraits of presidents. The
Club gratefully acknowledges the gift.

A number of pictures of interest to members have been presented to the Club
by Mrs. Frank Gray, and are gratefully acknowledged.

i
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Bob Hubbard has prepared a framed list of the 1954-55 executive, a handsome
addition to the collection of former similar lists on the walls of the lounge.

Bill Shelden has undertaken a considerable task and is engaged in forming a
drama group. We suggest that any member wishing to join the group and has not
done so, get in touch with Bill.

The Times Literary Supplement for March 2nd contained a review of a book by
Dr. J. A. B. McLeish "September Gale", a study of Arthur Lismer of the Group of
Seven. The author says "Arthur Lismer's service to Canadian art education is
without parallel in Canada, and he has influenced an entire generation of teachers
as well as students."

Charlie Peaker will be spending the summer in the British Isles, where he
will be giving a number of organ recitals. Among the places where he will be
playing are Glasgow Cathedral, King's College Cambridge, Derby Cathedral, Norwich
Cathedral; and in London at St. Martin's-in-the-Fields.

Member Allan Sangster has reason to be proud of the splendid series of
recitals over CBC network "The Music of Mozart" and the similar complete series of
"The Music of Berlioz". He has just started another serial radio presentation of
"The Music of Beethoven". Mr. Sangster tells us that these broadcasts will include all the music of the master that is available on records. And we have read
that records are available for every well known, renowned, or important piece of
music which Beethoven wrote, not to speak of a number of lesser pieces some of
which are even trivial.
According to CBC officials these complete single-composer broadcasts have
been the most popular gramophone programmes of serious music which the corporation
has ever broadcast. The broadcasts in this area are heard over CBL and CBC-FM on
Wednesday nights at 11 p.m.

THE LIBRARY
A copy of the annual summary of Canadiana for the year 1953 has been received;
this is worth the wait, for here are listed all those publications of Canadian
origin and interest noted during 1953 by the National Library. Some recent purchases for our library include: the Canadian Book of Printing, which was issued
by the Toronto Public Library; Royal Commission Studies, which contains a collection of selected essays prepared for the Massey Commission; Ramblings of a Canadian
Naturalist, by T. H. Wood; Steel of Empire, by John Murray Gibbons. Other purchases
include several of the remaindered booklets from the Canadian Artists Series, of
which the titles and authors are as follows: J.E.H. MacDonald, Clarence Gagnon, and
Paul Kane, all by A. H. Robson; Cornelius Kreighoff and Henri Julien, by Marius
Barbeau; W.J, Phillips, by Duncan Campbell Scott; J.W. Morrice, by Donald Buchanan.

I
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LIBRARY cont'd
Four members have recently made donations to the library. Horace Corner has
given a useful addition to the reference shelf in the form of a copy of the
1955 edition of the Canadian Almanac. A. B. Fisher has - through the kindness
of Dr. Samuel - obtained for us a copy of The Sigmund Samuel Library, which was
issued to commemorate the opening ceremonies of the new library at the University.
Fred Kemp has donated to the "Costume" section a scholarly work by Norah Waugh
titled "Corsets and Crinolines". The fourth donor is Dr. Clare Hassard, whose
gift of five books is especially appreciated because it brings to the "Members"
shelf works by or about Club members. The books are as follows: The Diversions
of Duchesstown, by B.K. Sandwell; Candid Chronicles, by Hector Charlesworth;
West by East and Other Poems, by J.E.H. MacDonald; Edwin J. Pratt, by Wells &
Klinck; The Toronto Art Student's League, by William Colgate.

SOME NEW MEMBERS
H. B. VanLoan
A non-resident member whose address is RR 7 London, Ontario. Mr. VanLoan
is manager of the display department of Simpson's London store and has been engaged
in display advertising for 26 years.
He is interested in writing, painting, theatre and sculpture. He is a weekend
painter in water colour and has performed frequently in amateur theatrical productions. During the last war Mr. VanLoan served in the army and air force.

Alan Jarvis, B.A.
A non-resident member living at 541 Manor Road, Rockcliffe, Ottawa. Mr Jarvis
is interested in the arts generally, his own professional experience being as a
writer and sculptor. He is one of the disappearing few who regard good conversation as an art and good argument as a science.

J. W. Bier
Mr. Bier is a non-professional member residing at 2 Stonegate Road, Toronto 18.
He is an audio engineer with 27 years in audio work, and is a Fellow of the Audio
Engineering Society of New York. Among his special hobbies are photography and
furniture building. He is also deeply interested in music and painting.

Mickey Lester

(

Mr. Lester comes into the Club under the professional category. His address
is Apt. 18, Chetwynd Apts., 135 Yorkville Avenue, Toronto. He is a radio writer
and announcer, well known to radio listeners. He is also a professional musician
and writer, formerly editor of the Belleville Intelligencer. He has written and
published a number of short stories. He is interested in painting, music and
drama; and is that rare bird, a purchaser and collector of paintings.
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OBITUARY

Frederick H. Brigden
Fred Brigden, one of our most loveable and picturesque
members, died suddenly on March 24th, aged 84. He was on a
sketching trip near Bolton when he collapsed.
For many years his friends have been amazed at his
courage and fortitude in undertaking frequent painting excursions,
often far afield, in spite of his serious physical handicaps and
at an advanced age. He had painted and sketched landscapes from
the Maritimes to British Columbia.
He had been associated with the family firm of Brigden's
Ltd., since 1888 and had been President for many years.
He was a charter member of the Arts and Letters Club
and was one of those recently made honorary life member. He was
President of the Ontario Society of Artists from 1927 to 1931;
an associate of the Royal Canadian Academy in 1934 and a full
academician in 1937.
He was a charter member and a past president of the
Canadian Society of Painters in Water Colour and a director of
the Ontario College of Art.
He was also a charter member of the Rotary Club and
one of the oldest members of the Y.M.C.A. For 35 years he was
a leader in boys' work with the "Y" and was noted for his great
interest in young people's activities.
On his 80th birthday, at a gathering of his friends,
Charles Comfort, one of our members and assistant professor of
arts and archaeology at the University of Toronto, said: "He was
renowned in Canadian art not only for his quiet landscapes in
water colour and oil, but for his encouragement of many younger
artists. The Brigden landscapes were in the main stream of
Classical, Christian culture and filled with a gentle poetic
romanticism; but, most important, they were all painted by a
man whose training and experience had been acquired in this
country."
Fred Brigdents memory will always be treasured in
the hearts of his innumerable friends.
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The results of the election of officers, etc., at the annual meeting on the above
issue of the Monthly Letter in the Fall.
date, will be given in the first
NOTICE RE GUESTS
Notwithstanding the provisions of by-law 54 of the Club, the Executive Committee advises
that it will be in order for a member to bring more than two guests for lunch on any one
However, if a member wishes to introduce for lunch more than four guests at
occasion.
a time, he is requested to give the Steward at least 24 hours notice.
with the
Any member may arrange for the use of the Library for meetings in connection
Meals served for such a purpose will be at the rate of
affairs of Arts and Letters.
Only a limited number of Library reservations will be accepted each
$1.50 per meal.
desire to use the Library for luncheon must be given to the House
of
Notice
month.
four days prior to the proposed luncheon.
least
at
Committee

THE LIBRARY
On the occasion of the Annual Meeting this department requested the assistance
of senior members in establishing the number of issues of The Lamps that were produced,
that this
It is felt
as well as the dates of all early issues of The Monthly Letter.
therefore
and
large,
at
membership
the
to
on
pass
to
request is of sufficient importance
possesses
who
member
any
from
hearing
welcome
would
librarian
the
that
repeated
it is
of The Lamps and/or Monthly Letters.
a complete file
Age and, possibly, usage had reduced a number of books to tattered remains
Spines, backs, or covers were either detached or missing.
selves.
former
their
of
sent to the binders for repair work, and have now recovered
were
invalids
such
Fourteen
you.
nicely thank
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Four illustrated catalogues have been obtained from the Metropolitan Museum
is the 329-page Catalogue of Italian, Spanish, and Byzantine Paintings,
First
of Art.
A companion,
produced in 1940 under the direction of H. B. Wehle, Curator of Painting.
Dutch, and
Flemish,
Early
of
Catalogue
produced in 19)47 by Wehle and Salinger, is the
catalogue
the
was
which
1951,
Sculpture
American
is
item
German Paintings. The third
was
obtained
Also
Museum.
the
by
planned
Exhibition
Competitive
National
of the second
National
third
the
of
catalogue
the
was
which
1952,
Prints
and
Colors
American Water
Exhibition.
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THE LIBRARY cont'd
Photography enthusiasts should not miss browsing through The Family Of Man,
which re-produces the works that were chosen for the great photographic exhibition
which was created by Edward Steichen for the Museum of Modern Art. Published in 1955,
it contains 503 pictures from 68 countries of the world.
William Colgate has added one of the missing numbers to our set of that
famous illustrated quarterly known as The Yellow Book. This is Volume XIII, which
was published in April of 1897.

A distinguished guest of the Club on April 30th was J. B. Priestly.
It was an interesting event. Mr. Priestly evidently regards his
popular "Good Companions" somewhat as Rachmaninoff did his C sharp
minor prelude.

Member Otto Holden is one of the shining lights of the Ontario Hydro
jubilee celebrations. He has been with the Hydro since 1913, became
chief engineer a year ago and is at present supervising the design
and construction of the Hydro portion of the St Lawrence Power project.

We are glad to report that Jim Wardropper, who has been confined to
his house under the doctor's orders, is much improved and well on
the way to recovery.

ABOUT YOUNG ARTHUR WILGRESS
Those of the many friends of the late Arthur Wilgress who read McAree's
column in the Globe and Mail must.have been interested in a recent item concerning
an episode in his early life. For the benefit of those who may not have read the
original article, we refer to it here.
An anonymous correspondent of the column,
writing about a certain bad character of earlier days, said "Frank Rutledge of
Streetsville was the black sheep of a fine family. Clever and a good leader, he was
the head of at least two gangs; one about 1895 robbed among others the private bank
of Hartman & Wilgress in Clarksburg, Ont. Mr. Wilgress, later King's Printer and
Provincial Librarian in Toronto, had recently been married, and their wedding silver
was in the safe at the bank, but not in the inner compartment. The blast (nitroglycerine) left the safe so hot, all the robbers got was this silver..."

FRED BRIGDEN'S INFLUENCE
)

We venture to quote from another correspondent of Mr McAree, W.F. Kirk,
formerly of Jesse Ketchum School, who, in the course of a warm tribute to Fred
Brigden's memory, says: "There were many other, who, like ourselves, could go
back over sixty years to the kindly helping hand of Fred Brigden in the Bible
classes of All Saints, the old Church Boys' Brigade camps at Balmy Beach where he
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Fred Brigden's Influence cont'd

joined in wholesome play, and cooked the porridge as well. We remembered basketball's
introduction when the deep peach basket without backboard was the goal and the finals
of the City Crokinole Championship played in the living room of Fred's home on Rose
Avenue. We thought of his lead in building Baldwin Hall, one of the earliest church
gymnasia, and later when gymnasia became more essential, Fred led the boys' work of
Taylor Statten from the dismal Yonge St. basement into the new wing of Central Y."

VERNON MCKENZIE
We are pleased to receive a letter from non-resident member Vernon McKenzie,
now teaching at the University of Washington, Seattle.
Older members remember Mr. McKenzie as being prominent in Club life many
years ago, and also prominent in journalistic work. He was editor of MacLean's
Magazine from 1921 to 1926.

a

He writes: "Am still teaching - journalism, propaganda and contemporary
world problems - at the University of Washington. Taking in European and North African
(including middle East) scene about every couple of years, on a busman's holiday, and
during the trip last year turned out 30 or 40 "columns". In addition to academic duties
am broadcasting a 15-minute news analysis program once a week over Seattle's CBS outlet
and 10 local stations; and am at present in the middle of a 10-series TV half-hour show:
"Channels of Propaganda". Have just about given up tennis but am busily engaged in
philatelic hobby....Wheel-chair academic status arrives in two years."

SOME NEW MEMBERS

MATTHEW LAWSON, B.Sc.
Mr Lawson is in the non-pro category and resides at 120 Madison Avenue, Toronto.
He is head of the Toronto Planning Board, - (more power to his elbow), - and has
occupied the positions of professor of town planning at the Universities of British
Columbia and Toronto.
He took his degree at Glasgow University and served with the British Army in
India, Burma and Malaya.
He is interested in music and art, collects records and plays tennis.

Co WILLIAM SHERMAN

e

L

Mr Sherman is a new member in the professional category. He is a practising
artist and a partner in the firm of Sherman, Laws & Parker advertising art studio.
He is a graduate of Pratt Institute of Brooklyn, N.Y., and has studied under Howard
Trafton at Art Students' League, New York.
He has made sketching trips to Great Britain, Mexico and the Canadian West, where
he studied at Banff under Walter Phillips. He also sketched overseas during four years
with the RCAF. He is interested chiefly in water colour and has had two one-man shows
in Toronto.
His other interests include ballet and music.

-~·
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SOME NEW MEMBERS cont'd
WILLIAM B. PRENTICE
Mr. Prentice is a professional member living at 40 Berkinshaw Crescent West,
Don Mills. He is director of public relations with Canadian Advertising Agency Ltd.
He writes a twice-weekly column for the Telegram called "About Advertising".
One of his hobbies is natural history and on this subject he has written numerous
articles for various publications in Canada and the United States. Another activity
in which he is keenly interested is the Stage, and has written a number of plays for
the Stage and for Radio.

JAN POLDERMAN
A new non-pro member living at 71 Woodlawn Avenue West, Toronto. Mr. Polderman
is Consul of the Netherlands and took the degree of Master of Economics at the
University of Rotterdam.
Among Mr. Polderman's personal interests are Painting, Literature and Music.
HARRY ROBERTSON
A professional member whose address is 246 Ellis Avenue, Swansea. Mr. Robertson
is an artist and writer in the field of advertising. He studied art at the Ontario
SCollege of Art, and the science of business at the Sheldon School.
In addition to his professional activities his principal interests are in music,
sketching and gardening.
E. S. COATSWORTH, D.F.C., B.A.
Mr. Coatsworth enters the Club as a professional member. His address is 573
Glengrove Avenue West, Toronto. His degree was taken at Victoria College, University
of Toronto.
He is at present film producer in charge of the CBC's film procurement department
in television. Previously he has worked with the National Film Board.
He is particularly interested in North American Indian folk lore and sociology and
has written much on these subjects. He is an honorary member of the Iroquois tribe and
editor of the York Pioneer Association Yearbook.
It is interesting to learn that Mr. Coatsworth is a member of the well-known "legal"
Coatsworth Toronto family. He takes a keen interest in painting and music.
PHILIP ALBERT CHILD, A.M., Ph.D.

9

Dr. Child lives at 40 Heathdale Road and is a member in the professional category.
He was formerly on the staff at Harvard and the University of British Columbia and is
now professor at Trinity College.
Among his published books are Village of Souls, God's Sparrows, Day of Wrath and
Victorian House, - the latter a volume of poetry. His work has won the GovernorGeneral's medal for fiction and twice the Ryerson award. He is interested in literature,
music and painting and a collector of ferns, philately and books.
During World War I he saw war service in France.

I
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SOME NEW MEMBERS cont'd
THOMAS S. HODGSON
A professional member residing at 304 Lakeshore Avenue, Toronto Island. He is
a commercial artist, a member of the O.S.A. and A.O.C.A.
He makes a hobby of photography and is interested in music as well as painting.
He is also an ardent canoist and participated in the Olympics of 1952.

OBITUARY
NORMAN JOHN LEACH
The Club mourns the death of Norman Leach at the age
of 55.
He passed away at his home on Saturday, May 12th. The
funeral service was held in Lawrence Park Community Church on
Tuesday, May 15th. Many members of the Club attended.
At the time of his death he was general manager of
the Canadian Jewellers Association with whom he had been
associated for some 25 years. Previously he had been editor
with the Consolidated Press.
Norman Leach had a host of friends in the Club and
had enthusiastically participated in Club events for many years.
Many of his impersonations in revues will be remembered.
The sympathy of the Club is expressed to Mrs Leach
and family.

MONTHLY LETTER

September,

1956

Officers Elected at the Annual Meeting May 12th, 1956
Members gathered on the above date for the business meeting of the year. The
proceedings were enlivened by the preliminary wassail and dinner, after which the
choir, in excellent voice, rendered the Willan setting of the Club Constitution.
Voting followed with Charles Thompson, Alf Gray and Reg Heal acting as scrutineers. Reports of the various committees were adopted, the retiring chairmen earning
the plaudits of President and members.

@

Treasurer's Report
The Treasurer reported that on current account there was an excess of expenditure
over income of $429. This figure was arrived at after charging against this year's
operations unamortized amounts of $1136 covering expenditure on kitchen improvements,
library fittings and piano from previous years. Our Capital (or Surplus) account increased from $94,625 to $137,548 during the year, because of profits arising from
sales of investments and certain adjustments to our accounts made in the interest of
simplification. The Club's surplus funds are invested mainly in Government of Canada
bonds, bank and first class industrial common stocks. Our holdings showed considerable appreciation in line with the advances shown in practically all stocks during
the past year of boom conditions.
Special mention was made of Ian Cameron's contribution of time and energy as
chairman of the Entertainment Committee. Walter Moorhouse read the names of Club
members who had died during the year; a moment of silence provided the opportunity
to remember past associations with these comrades, whose work and personalities have
woven their names into the pattern of Club tradition.
As a result of the voting the following officiate for the Club year 1956-1957:

President
Vice-President &
Treasurer
Secretary

-

Cleeve Home
James Wardropper

-

Fred Kemp

Members of the Executive Committee elected at the meeting for two years:
Edward Corbett
Arthur Ament
George Foord
A. G. Elton

Reginald Heal

John J. Weatherseed

Members of the Executive elected in May 1955 to serve two years and who will
remain in office until the annual meeting in 1957:
Philip T. Clark
Walter Coucill
Howard Chapman
Sidney Johnson
Wm. Shelden
David Ouchterlony

-2-

Standing committees appointed
House
Picture
Entertainment
Membership

later are as follows:
Clark and Ament
Coucill, Foord, Hubbard
Johnson, Heal, Ouchterlony, Weatherseed
Shelden, Corbett

Special committees:
New building
Stage supervisor
Librarian
Monthly Letter
Mailing

Chapman, Elton
Shelden
Bishop
Craick
Doucet

Finance Committee: - R. L. Defries, George McMurtrie, Gilbert Jackson;
and the chairman, J. Wardropper.

AROUND THE CLUB

. . . . . .

Buffet Luncheon
During the summer the experiment was tried of serving, in addition to the hot
menu, a cold lunch buffet style. Members seemed to enjoy the innovation.

W9

Picture Show
For some time the walls of the great hall were brightened by a selection of
prints by the Society of Painter-Etchers. The collection of some 35 prints was
selected from the exhibit held in the Royal Ontario Museum, the largest exhibit shown
yet by the society, and by qualified critical reports the best.
The September Show will be an exhibition of paintings owned by members, entitled,
"A Painting from my own private Collection".

Readers of this letter who may be admiring the new heading are informed that
it was designed by Les Trevor,

The punning coats of arms of former presidents of the club, which have graced
the walls of the Great Hall for so many years, are to be replaced with replicas.
These devices were the creation of the late J. E. H. MacDonald. Bob Hubbard is
doing the new ones.

STAGE AFFAIRS
A "serious" stage group has been formed to promote the drama on the Elm Street
stage. Leonard Crainford (who is the CBC director of design), is chairman of the
group and is calling on members to submit plays for possible production. To fully
acquaint the Club with the objectives of the group, he is to address the first Fall
dinner meeting.
Bill Prentice, who is acting as secretary of this committee, warns however that
Crainford is noted not only for his lucid diction but for his garbled delivery. Bill

I
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informs us that any play submitted that is not sufficiently "serious" will be
quietly returned unopened. As to parts for women, he emphasizes that women will be
considered only for female characters, as without this precaution the chairman feels
that "women can sometimes take over a thing and reduce it to a Pygmalion mess".

John S. Wood is the new president of the French Cine Club of Toronto. He tells
us that during the period from October 1956 to March 1957 six French films will be
shown at the Odeon-Hyland Theatre - one each month. Some of the best French films
available in Canada, in their original versions without sub-titles, will be presented.
Subscription rates remain unchanged. Information may be obtained from Mr. Wood at
the Club or at MAyfair 2724.

NOTED DURING THE SUMMER
We regret we shall be losing Dr. Charles W. Dunn as a resident member; he is
leaving the Department of English, University of Toronto, to become professor of
English at New York University.
Sydney Watson took a party abroad, touring the European art centres, with
special reference to painting and architecture.

*

George Pepper is back from a sabbatical year spent painting in Spain and elsewhere in Europe. He is resuming his duties as vice-principal of the Ontario College
of Art.
Charles Comfort, Principal of the Ontario College of Art, has returned from
Europe, where he was travelling on an academic fellowship.
Nick Hornyansky had a one man show in April at Elmhurst College, Illinois.
This was the tail end of his New England tour which started in 1954.
The opening of Earl Grey's tenth annual Shakespeare festival in July took place
in Trinity College Quadrangle with much pomp and circumstance, including a procession
in which walked many local notables. Congratulations to Mr. Grey on the artistic
success of this season's presentations.
Among the officers of the Canadian Authors Association elected in July we note
the names of some Club members: E. J. Pratt-Lis Honorary President; Allan Sangster,
Regional Vice-President for Ontario; and Charles Thompson, Honorary Counsel.
Dr. Claude T. Bissell assumed the presidency of Carleton College, Ottawa on
July 1st. Carleton is said to be the youngest university and Dr. Bissell the youngest
university president in Canada.
George Lambert distinguished himself as a writer by his paper on Singing in the
summer number of the Bulletin of the Royal Conservatory of Music.
Members who heard David Ouchterlony "sing" his report at an annual meeting of
the Club, with piano accompaniment, a few years ago will understand the qualifications
which have given him a considerable reputation in Radio as "Mr. 0". He has unique
ideas in broadcasting musical programmes for children, exciting and holding their
interest by novel means.

I
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Another Club member who has gone "on the air" is Joe McCulley, the not-sodignified warden of Hart House, who became Master of Ceremonies in a weekly CBC-TV
programme.

·

We were sorry to learn of the death on July 24th of Dr. Charles R. Sanderson,
formerly a member of this Club, Since 1937 Dr. Sanderson had been chief librarian
of the Toronto Public Libraries. He succeeded George H. Locke, who was a charter
member of the Arts and Letters Club and regarded with affection by his Club contemporaries.

Historic

Pictures

An interesting event in which Fred Challener and the late Charles Jefferys
were concerned, took place in May at the Parliament Buildings. A painting from an
original sketch by Jefferys, showing Etienne Brule at the mouth of the Humber River
in 1615, was unveiled on May 28th in the Council Chamber at Queen's Park. The
painting was done by Fred Challener.
The unveiling was done by the artist and Mrs. G. A. Fee, daughter of the late
Mr. Jefferys, in the presence of Premier Frost, members of the Cabinet, artists and
other guests.
Facing this picture in the chamber is another picture done by Challener from a
drawing by Jefferys: depicting Upper Canada's first Parliament in 1792.

S

Fred Challener recently came into possession of some sketches which had been
lost to sight for some 60 years. These were done by himself, William Cruikshank,
G. A. Reid and Wyley Grier and were designed for panels to be hung in the new city
hall of 1896, but for various reasons not proceeded with.
An interesting art note informed us recently that an important painting which
had been in the family of A. Y. Jackson for generations has been acquired by Holland's
Rijksmuseum. The canvas is The Incredulity of St. Thomas, by the seventeenth century
Dutch painter, Terbrugghen.
Dr. Healey Willan went to England in the summer to receive from Dr. Geoffrey
Fisher, Archbishop of Canterbury, the honour of the Lambeth Doctorate of Music. A
reference to this rare musical distinction was made in the monthly letter for December.
Another visitor in England was Nicholas Goldschmidt, who received good notices
for his musicianship in conducting, while there, the London Symphony Orchestra.
Mr. Goldschmidt has been appointed artistic director of the Vancouver Festival
Society, the first presentation of which is planned for 1958.
Geoffrey Waddington received an honorary doctor of laws degree from Dalhousie
University in May last. It was awarded "for his work as a sponsor of high standards
in Canadian music, for his skill as a conductor and for his interest in our local
problems."

*

Eric Arthur was one of three who received the 1956 University of Alberta Award
in Letters, Music and Painting and related arts. The presentation was made at the
Banff School of Fine Arts in July. The citation referred to Professor Arthur as
"a leader in the development of architecture in Canada".

r
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Sir Ernest MacMillan has been the recipient of a number of honours recently.
In May he received an honorary life membership in the Canadian College of Organists,
presented to him at a testimonial dinner. In June, he was awarded an honorary degree of Doctor of Music by the University of Rochester. In August Mount Allison
University conferred upon him an honorary doctorate of laws at the summer convocation.

TIHE LIBRARY
Another volume in the Pelican "History of Art" Series has been obtained; this
is The Art And Architecture Of China, by L. Sickman and A. Soper. The work deals
with the evolution of Painting, Sculpture and Architecture from the Shang Dynasty,
nearly 2,000 years B.C., to the end of the Ch'ing Dynasty, which preceded the formation of the Republic in 1912. The book contains 40 line drawings,190 plates.
This summer there was presented once again at Stratford, in association with
the Shakespearean Festival, an Exhibition of Books. Fourteen publishers sent material
to make up the interesting and impressive display created for the Book Publishers
Association. Books were divided into six broad subject-groups; lists of the titles
in each group are currently to be found on the library table.

*

Eric Aldwinkle has presented to the library a copy of The Varsity Story, by
Morley Callaghan. Each of the 13 chapters of this penetrating story of some men and
women and a university is complemented by one of Eric's delightful illustrations.
Gerry Moses has made available to the Club a portfolio titled Discoverers And Explorers In Canada 1497-1763. This is the first in a series of portfolios to be
published as a public service by Imperial Oil Limited. The text is by M. G. Parks,
and the illustrations are taken from the permanent collection of drawings by C. W.
Jefferys which was acquired by Imperial Oil in 1952. During his recent trip to
England, Norman Alexander sent two illustrated catalogues and several clippings of
reviews of exhibitions held at various galleries. The catalogues are titled Works By
Sir Alfred Munnings, and The Royal Academy Illustrated 1956.

NOTES ABOUT NEW MEMBERS
W. H. Bosley, OBE.
Mr. Bosley comes into the Club as a non-professional member. He resides at
53 Riverview Drive, Toronto. He is a real estate broker well known to many of our
members for his interest in painting and photography.
Royd E. Beamish

C

Mr. Beamish resides at 213 Glenview Avenue and enters the Club in the professional category. He has had long experience in journalistic work and is now assistant to
the president of Maclean-Hunter Publishing Co. One of his duties is to co-ordinate
the activities of editors and art directors of the company's publications.
He has contributed articles to many magazines. In addition to writing he is
interested in photography and is looking forward to participating in club stage
activities.

I

George Davis, B.A.
Murray Davis, B.A.

SDonald

for
The two brothers named above are professional actor-managers, well known
of
productions
worthwhile
their project The Crest Theatre, which has given so many
reDonald
category.
serious drama. They both enter the Club in the professional
sides at 172 Roxborough St. East and Murray at 68a South Drive.
Harold W. Tinmmins, Q.C., B.A.
member who resides at 323 Cortleigh Boulevard. He is
non-pro
a
is
Timmins
Mr.
law at Osgoode Hall.
a prominent member of the legal profession and a lecturer in
He
For a number of years he represented Parkdale in the Dominion House of Commons.
a
is
Tinmins
is interested in the arts generally, particularly so in music, as Mrs.
Women's
the
well known vocalist who is on the executive of the Heliconian Club and of
Musical Club.
Cameron Allard
Credit.
Mr. Allard is a professional member living at 1293 Woodland Avenue, Port
conpresent
at
is
and
advertising,
and
work
newspaper
in
He has had long experience
painting
in
interested
particularly
is
He
nected with Ronald's Advertising Agency.
and sculpture and, as hobbies, makes figurines and collects antique furniture.
Allen MacLnnes
an interior
Mr. MacInnes, of 398 Eglinton Avenue East, is a professional member,
in the arts
interest
particular
His
Studios.
decorator by profession, owner of Howard
is in music, painting and sculpture.

OBITUARY
ROBERT YOUNG EATON

U

had been
On July 28th R. Y. Eaton died, at the hospital in Midland, aged 81. He
on holiday at his summer home and became ill while there.
a patron
Mr. Eaton had been an Arts and Letters Club member since 1913. He was
accomplished
an
of the arts, a lover of good music and of poetry. He, with his wife,
important theatrical
pianist, rarely missed a good concert, an art exhibition or an
event.
the
To the public at large he was perhaps best known for his association with
T. Eaton Company. As secretary and general manager for most of his earlier service;
all the
and later, as president for twenty years, his energies were taxed to meet
calls made upon him.
was
So many duties of a business and social kind thronged upon him, that it
longed
often
he
leisure
and
ease
the
comparatively seldom that he was able to enjoy
he
Club
the
of
walls
the
within
hours
few
a
spend
to
for. But when he did contrive
he found
found it most congenial to his tastes and was happy in the companionship
there.
time to
This great figure in the world of business found time to devote much
1925
from
president
was
he
which
of
Toronto,
the building up of the Art Gallery of
death.
his
of
time
the
to
up
until 1942, and honorary vice president
Mr. Eaton's devotion to music was well known and there were few outstanding
rmsical events which he and his family did not support and enjoy. For some years
later
he was on the Board of Governors of the Toronto Conservatory of Music, and
Music.
of
Conservatory
Royal
the
of
was a member of the advisory board

*

He was greatly interested in the development of the Drama in Canada, and was a
Governor of the Drama Festival and a vice president for two years. He encouraged and
supported the efforts of his companyls employees in this field, to the extent that
both the Toronto and Winnipeg Dramatic Clubs won final awards in Dominion Drama
Festivals.
For twenty three years he was Honorary Colonel of the Governor-General's Horse
Guards Regiment, of which his three sons were also officers. One of these sons,
Captain Erskine Eaton, was killed in the attack on Dieppe while serving with the
Fusiliers de Montreal in 1943. His daughter, Lieutenant-Colonel Margaret Eaton, OBE.,
served in '42 and '43 with the Women's Auxiliary Corps.
R. Y. Eaton was a benevolent man, quiet and reserved, taking no credit to himself for all the measures he instituted for the welfare of the thousands of workers
under his control.

October, 4956
MOITHLY' DINNER
'An air of satisfaction best describes the atmosphere'which prevailed
as A &-L members gathered for our first monthly dinner '.In'the current -season-on Saturday, September 29-
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In the absence'of Canon Ward (unable to attend because-of illness)
grace was offered by Walter Moorhouse.
. .' " '.
"
'
" -• ; ' • ,
• ..
• President Cleeve Berne's "post-toast" remarks were.-prefaced by'the •
reading of a complaint which had been passed to him from the -floor. A hastily written
note reported: "We'no got cheese with our apple pie." H o m e , who had, betimes, a'
hurried conference with-the.-'Steward, admonished with some-sympathy:'"No .credit - no*
cheese.1".- words' meant' to encourage neither mice. ••.•• nor men, •
.• -. ' .
• After 'extending a warm welcome to past Presidents (Ivor' Lewis-,. Walter
Moorhouse, Gilbert Jackson, the last mentioned suitably attired for 'the occasion) and''
guests, • Horne announced Horace-;Cornerfs retirement, as .editor of the Club's Monthly
Letter,*
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"As you all know", he said, "for, the "past six years-Horace has-ferreted
out the news, written and edited all the copy and. supervised the publishing of the
Letter.' We have been very fortunate - 'indeed-we should be grateful - for the .many
years of enjoyable reading which Horace has provided -for' usv . -We wish-Horace all-good
health for many years to come - and the relaxing pleasure of reading- the Monthly Letters
during the ensuing months •"
.President Horn'e'revealed-that-editorial responsibilities for the Letter
were now in'the hands of a committee of mine chaired by W. A. Craick., (lames.of those
constituting the Committee appear slater in the Letter.) ;
•
''
' *
.Entertainment-Chairman--Syd; Johnson, who looked very .much..at home on the
stage, was in charge of the. after'dinner program, which began with a'.short description .by James Dean of the newly-formed Drama-Group• ' Dean reported .that meetings have been . • '
held, a committee formed, and that more' specific information on future'activities would .
be released at a later date.
.
, . .'• ' .
John Weatherseed, at the grand piano,'provided' a thoroughly enjoyable
interlude* of -music. Selections included a Sonata' by Scarlatti,- Choral Prelude by Bach, •
an 'Etude in A flat by Chopin, 'and, as-an encore,' an -Etude in C sharp-by Chopin*'
'• Frank. Crawshaw (Savage Club, London,, England), as a true interpreter of
the immortal bard, in his time upon 'the stage played many parts.'. First - .the graveyard
scene'from Hamlet - a delicate blending of humor and pathos.- Mr.'Crawshaw. followed
this performance with Hudyard Kipling's "Boots", giving for many a new emotional interpretation of this famous poem. For an encore, our very welcome visitor from London,
jollied us through "Albert and the'Lion". ' • '
' '
Al Collier!s- slides of "fropicornia" recalled,in;vivid.color some of' the highlights of last spring's -entertainment feature. Collier was assisted in his
commentary by several willing, voices in the audience. •
- -

2.
•. •
The Group of XI held an exhibition of abstract paintings in the dining
room of .the Club during, the past month. They • were the subject of much comment.
The cold buffet luncheon service which was in operation during the summer
months is being* continued until such time -as -in 'the opinion of' the House .Committee the
demand no longer justifies- its maintenance. It has. proved a popular feature.
. •
P H R S O I A L NOTES- O F I I T E R K T

•

•• .

"

"

'

'• • • " "

Luncheon, habitues, who -have .missed the genial -company of Stan Cooper for
some weeks past, will'be glad to know..that he is on • the road-to recovery. from the malady
that laid him low and'should before long 'be frequenting the Club- again... ' ••• • . , • .
A bulletin from "a happy Dad" informs members that Nicholas Hornyansky's
'son has been called to the faculty of Carlton University, Ottawa, where he,will-be
attached to the Department of English. For those who may not yet be aware of it, that'
is' the University that -fellow member C. T. Bissell is going to put"-on'the map.-. W. L.-Rowe, one of our non-pro members, has received a pleasing recognition of his abilities as.'an industrialist. . He is the Vice-President, -Manufacturing, of
the Coleman•Lamp & Stove Company Limited, Toronto,.and evidently has handled the job so .
efficiently that.he has been asked to spend a. year at the Coleman plants in the United
States showing them how results are obtained in Canada. An amateur painter, he should
be able to find opportunities to practise'his hobby amid new scenes'while'over'there*
Dr. J.. Wallace Graham, who 'has demonstrated ballet'ntechnique11 in,Club
variety.shows, has been elected President-of the University of'Toronto Athletic Association. While attending Varsity in dentistry (1928) and medicine (1933), he won 'his'first
T on five occasions in harrier and track' and also competed in Inter-faculty hockey,
football and basketball. He was an under'graduate member of the UTAA for three.years
and was appointed a faculty member of.the- athletic directorate In 1950. . '
Thomas B.- Costain,' well-known to 'many Club members for,'his historical
novels, his one-time stint- at Maclean's and his- occasional visits _io the .'Club, as a
guest when in town' has been vacationing in'Muskoka with his wife., Ida. They were in
Toronto the last 'Saturday.in September for the wedding'of George E. Nelson's (VicePresident of Toronto Doubledays). son, Cos tain was a member of- the' Club when he was
living in Toronto, now a good many years ago.
ARTISTS, PRO AID NOI-PRQ
While sketching on Mohegan Island.off the coast of .Maine> Gordon Payne
had the misfortune to, break his .ankle'when he slipped on a rock. He'is now back home with the'injured leg in a 'cast, from which he 'expects to be released shortly.
At' his slimmer home, Mary 'Lake, Port- Sidney, Miskoka, Arthur Beemer spent
the vacation days between rainfalls drawing attractive bits of the'local scene. A. B.
returned,' as he admitted under relentless questioning, with enough watercolour landscapes
for a one-man, show. Members.may expect'to see them adorning the walls before long.
Frederick S. Challener, who seems' to - lead a life of leisured ease, spent'
part of July and August with Charles Thompson at his summer cottage on. Kashe lake,
Maskoka, where he roused himself from his habitual lethargy long.'enough 'to paint two

portraits, several landscapes in oils, and make a number of drawings, the fruits of a
pleasant and, as it turned out, rewarding holiday.
Toronto
effect.
the Art
the Art
Toronto

From September 22 to September 29 was proclaimed Art Gallery Week in
and to make it official His Worship the Mayor issued a proclamation to that
One result was to cause Arthur Lismer to absent himself from his classes at
Museum of Montreal in order to take part in symposia or panel discussions at
Gallery here. Arthur turned'up for luncheon' at the Club during his visit to
and was warmly welcomed by his friends.

A number of mural paintings illustrating the story of oil are designed
for the new Imperial Oil Building on St. Glair Avenue West, now near ing completion. Already the lobby has been decorated by R. York Wilson, the cafeteria by Oscar Cahen and
the board room by Sydney Watson. Cleeve Home is acting as consultant artist.
O?ER THE AIR
Frank Tumpane continues to comment vigorously on local and national mores
in his Telegram column • Now the time for Frankfs f radio column1 over CHUM has been
switched to 12 noon, Monday to Friday,, still airing his forthright opinions on such
issues as Elvis Presley (in protest, Frank formed an Elvis Suppresley Fan Club) and the
desigp for Toronto's new City Hall (Frank favors limiting the competition to Canadian
architects).
A delightful "noteworthy!f was the reopening on Sunday, September 30* ° ^
John Adaskin s "Opportunity Knocks" on the Dominion network of CBC. During the nine
years past the show has run every week without interruption or layoff, which is an excellent record for Canada, or any other country. 1300 artists have appeared and the
staggering total of 7500 people have been auditioned by John personally. The orchestra •
now numbers a quite substantial group of 31 musicians and during the series many compositions by Canadian composers are heard coast to coast.'
f

CLUB MMBERS 01 THE MOVE
Among Club globe-trotters this past summer Dr. J. N. McKinley appears to
have covered more ground than most. He not only visited the British Isles but toured
France, Spain, Portugal and Italy and spent considerable time in Rome, -which he found
a fascinating city.
Frederick S. Haines,. sometime Club President, visited England, France .
and Holland in July and August. He spent much time in the principal Art Galleries,
including the one at the Hague then exhibiting a collection of Rembrandt canvases in
commemoration of the painter's 3G0"Wi anniversary.
W. Arthur Irwin, who has been for some years His Excellency the High
Commissioner for Canada in Australia, will become on January 1 the Canadian Ambassador
to Brazil. He left Canberra on September 22 and will spend his leave in Canada before
assuming his new post. Arthur will be remembered as lapier Moore!s successor as editor
of Maclean's Magazine and after that for awhile Chairman of the lational Film Board.
He does the wise things despite his wanderings, to retain his membership in the Club.
John Irwin, Financial Post staffer and regular luncheon attendant at
the Club, left the end of September for a sojourn in Sagland and on the continent.
John will spend two weeks• in England, visiting his mother on the occasion of her yjth*
birthday• Another three weeks he will spend in Italy, gaining a perspective of

Italian industry for reporting in his publication - mostly the heavy industries ' in. the
Genoa-Milan-Iurin triangle.
• • . -. . •
J. Harry Smithy honorary life member, Montreal, is enjoying a three
months sojourn in the-British Isles.
'
.
. .• .
•. Norman Alexander, who, with Mrs, Alexander, enjoyed a two-month holiday
in the British 'Isles this past'summer, regards as. the highlight of the trip the Trooping
of the Colour in celebration of. Her Majesty's- Birthday,' which he and Mrs. Alexander
witnessed from excellent seats in the area set aside for Canadians.-.. '..He reports• that
the Troop and the march past were admirably carried,out, especially -the marches in slow
time..... ' Members, of the Savage'-Club,- he'says, had an excellent view of the procession
as it passed their Club'rooms overlooking the 'Mall. ' Open House, .was the'order;of. the day
and members and. their ladies'crowded-the.'Club. Horman assures us that a warm welcome by
the Savages awaits members- of--the*.Arts and Letters Club' whenever they visit London,
particularly those on.liquid diet..... As Canadians, the Alexanders•were proud to be
present when Lois Mar shall .made her London debut in Festival Hall with Sir 'Thomas
Beecham and the Royal Philharmonic'Orchestra. -.They had seats in'Miss Marshall's, box,
along•with Weldon Kilburn.

•

•'
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AN OVERLAND VOYAGE
Probably the longest, most .extensive and''interesting sketching trip of
the summer was that undertaken, by .Mr. and Mrs, Alan Collier and their six year old son.
They left home in June and returned towards the end-of August. Transported by car to
which was attached a 17-foot cabin trailer, they passed through the United States to
Waterton National Park. From there they went on toward British Columbia. They camped
in Jasper Park, Banff, Yoho and Kootenay National Parks. After spending some time in
Vancouver and Victoria, they went on to the Eraser Canyon, the Okanagan Valley, Shushap
Lake and Kamloops. Barkerville, today merely a -ghost town in the Cariboo'District,
relic of the gold rush, they found of historical interest. From Prince George, next •
port of call, they drove to Prince Rupert and Hazelton.where Alan spent a.week' sketching
the Indian villages and totem poles of the Skeena River country. On'the way from Prince
Rupert to Dawson the travellers 'drove, over the new John. Hart-'Highway, -the. Alaska Highway .
to'Fort St. John and the Peace River Canyon, thence to Dawson and to /Edmonton'by way of
the town of Peace River and Lesser. Slave Lake. Coming'home they followed, the Trans Canada
Highway across the prairies and Northern Ontario, with a side trip to the Red lake Mining
Camp and a stop-over at Lake Nipigon.
'Altogether the Colliers drove 13,000'miles on all-kinds- of roads--without
a single mishap ..despite an old car and a heavy load.- The scenery along the way, so
Alan reports, was magnificent, especially in Yoho.Park and•the Skeena. River country.
The Peace River District was full of vitality. Trailer.camping, he adds,'was. so enjoyable .and-so practical for a sketching trip that he bought the trailer, a new one, on
his return, having rented it for the trip. As a - result of this overland voyage, Alan
is able to announce a one-man show at the Roberts Gallery early in November.
PUBLICATIONS BY AID ABOUT CLUB MEMBIKS
The late Leo Smith, revered Club member, who taught- at the Toronto
Conservatory of Music for kO years, is the subject of a forthcoming biography by Pearl
McCarthy, art critic of The .Globe and Ifeil,' to be published in October..
Veteran Club member Walter Bowles1 "Verse and Verse11, - just published is
receiving good notices.' Walter's answer to. the request of his many listeners - it contains the gay verses heard over the air in-his broadcasts.- Humorous illustrations by

Jack McLaren 'add to the reader's enjoyment.

'

•

. . •

. . Canadian letters will.shortly "be distinguished by the appearance of a
work of literary criticism entitled "The Poetry of E. J. Pratt". It was written by the
young Montreal writer and critic, John Sutherland, whose untimely .death at age 37 last
month will'be even more widely lamented -when the fine book on led Pratt is -read. Pratt
had long been one of Sutherland's enthusiasms. . .He emphasizes• that Pratt is.tfa poet who
has become "aware of and'• has, presented humanity's power to destroy and humanity's capacity
for tenderness and, laughter."
.• '
• '
. ' • ..
Egbert Reed, the.Club's, chalk talker, has done and done well a series of
crayon drawings,, of prominent Canadian newspapermen of the'past, which'have been appearing
in the daily press, .along with brief biographies. To'the Canadian Dally-'Newspaper
Publishers Association'belongs the credit for the publication of these' interesting
portraits. A recent one of the late John R. Robinson (Fighting Black Jack) shows', the
sometime editor of The Evening Telegram in an unwonted-pacific mood.- It .Is J. R. to
the life,- even to the crew cut. It is understood, that these portraits will eventually
b e brought out in book form.
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This is the golden jubilee .year -for that outstanding publication known
as The Penrose Annual, and a copy of the anniversary issue has been acquired for the
library. Although it first appeared in'l895* the two wars caused its half-century
birthday to be delayed until this year.. - Since its inception, this annual has provided
a record of developments in the graphic arts which is unsurpassed in its authenticity
and exbaustlveness,- In the present volume are to be found a wealth of Information on
the latest thought, technique/ and application in the.fields of illustration, typography,
colour photography, etc. The general'and technical articles are profusely illustrated
with fine examples, of type and of colour reproduction. * "•
"• •
• '
A copy of the recently-published' Toronto Illustrated is to be found on
the lew Additions shelf. lumerous photographs and brief explanatory texts'deal with all
the main facets of the life of Toronto]'in addition, in order that "he who runs may read"
there are included three pages of statistics under the heading "Handy Facts". Probably
the most interesting use this booklet could be put to would be that of a comparison with
another book in the library - published in 1877 - titled Illustrated 'Toronto. Doubtless
a writer,with the inclination to do so could produce a significant.comment on our times
by indicating the difference that 79 years makes 'in two publishing approaches to the
.same subject.

• •
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A reference book and two reports have been sent, to-the library. Bottin
Mondain 19^6 has arrived from the publisher in Paris,. 'This French annual is' a .sort of
combined Year Book of Commerce, Almanac, and Who's Who all rolled into one volume.
Reading in Toronto is the 72nd annual report of the Toronto Public Library Board. •
The Annual Report of the National Gallery of Canada 195^-55 contains, in addition .to .
administrative and financial reports, a list of'all exhibitions, loans, and accessions.

A RARE AID MEMORABLE OCCASIOI

'

.

•

" •

A member of the Club who had the good fortune to be present when Healey
Willan received the degree of Doctor of Music, Canterbury, on July 9# contributes the
following pen picture of this notable' event;
•
. •

6.
'•"Striding across the courtyard of. Lambeth Palace, I thought how f ortunate "
to "be in London, and in possession .of a special .invitation to attend at .the -.Chapel and to
witness the conferring of the very ancient degree of- Doctor of Music-,. Canterbury, upon
our Healey Willan "by the Archbishop of Canterbury.
'
• •
"I was received at the door of' the Palace 'by a young lady- in summer
costume, who, having arranged for my---hat and coat, directed me up a-wide staircase. At
the top another'sent me along a wide lofty corridor, at. the end .of which yet' another,
lady escorted me-to a stall in the- Chapel. •
* ,
' • •
, •• •' ' . .
fl
-.' ' •
For some minutes I sat alone in this-.simple Gothic building, for I was
'the first-to'arrive. Thus I could observe .''some fine, stained glass'windows,; the organ
in a recess, above -and to the right-.of the Chancel. , The console was '-situated, in the
gallery at'the west "end, very similar to the arrangement In the Church of -St. '-Mary
Magdalene where Healey is Master of Music, ' •' •
• '.. . '• . "Soon, Sir William McKie, organist of. Westminster Abbey,;, appeared in the
gallery together with a surpliced- choir.. Once settled, 'Sir William began to play' some.
Choral Preludes for Organ, by Willan.
."Meanwhile, in ones and twos, ,a congregation of about;thirty.distinguished
men of'music began, to arrive. For my-part the' ,f atmosphere1 - began 'to become pleasantly- .'.
tense.' One began to feel the rareness of the occasion, reaching as it does "back to the
13th .century, yet concerning Canada in the 20th, thanks to her distinguished Man- of
Music The'Occasion was rare because,' as far as I know, there are: only•five living
holders of the. Degree of Mis. Doc. Cantuar. 'Indeed, for a'time there were no. Lambeth
Degrees of any sort granted for'a period of about two hundred years.-'.' - fl
M(y musings were interrupted by. the appearance of. Sir;-Henry Dashwood,
bewigged and gowned,' bringing Healey to' show him the. ceremonial scene about to be
enacted. • Sir Henry is in-'charge of all legal aspects of' the Degree. • 'They -retired and
we continued'to listen to Sir William McKie at the organ. . • •' ' ' "At 3:15'p.m. .the time.appointed, we rose in our seats as a procession
emerged,from the west end. This was headed by the•Domestic 'Chaplain who was followed
'by the. Very'.Reverend Dr. Milner-White, Dean of York, who was to. present-Dr. Willan to
the Archbishop. -Then came Healey in-academic robe, his legal • companion., a-junior'
chaplain, and the Archbishop, also in academic array, altogether.a colourful line that
quietly disposed itself into appointed places, in the Chancel. 'I-should have mentioned'.
that we were loaned a printed .order of ceremony.which we were not allowed to bring
away. 1 do not think even Healey has one of these.
- ••:
'• "The Chaplain then announced a Motet by Willan,, "0 Trinity Most Blessed
Light11.- This was followed by the Pater Noster-and Collect - so began an"-historic
event.

'•

11

'

.'

'

'

•

Impressively Dr. Milner-White presented' Dr.'Willan to the Archbishop.
There was, of course, a recital of his•qualifications and offices, the' last in a long
list being 'Organist of the University of Toronto1. -Perhaps you'can picture the setting
and then the slight impact of- the word Toronto. Here was a touch of home brought to
this impressive moment, so far from'home.1
'
. •
;
- .
'•• "
'
"With the prospective recipient of the -Degree now standing before' him,'
Dr. Fisher recited the statements and conditions' in latin. Then 'Dr. Willan knelt before the Archbishop, As Healey put it afterwards - fThe Archbishop dotted me 'one with
a-mortar board -and the Chaplain placed the hood -of the Degree over my.'shoulders1.
Dr. Fisher then said some very nice things about our distinguished Canadian,: after
which'he turned to the congregation saying that he wished to seize this rare opportunity
to'also thank many present for their contribution to the music of the-Church•• All this
'was beautifully'put but I began to wonder about Healeyfs knees, poised as he was in
front of .the Archbishop.1

,

'

'•

• •• .

• . • ' •

.' '"The Degree conferred, places were resumed and the Chaplain announced
the ! Magnificatf in plain song with faux bourdons' by Healey .Willan, to be sung by the
Choir. . After the Benediction, the colourful procession reformed-, and slowly left the

Chapel. I have already referred to the feeling created "by the ceremony. Well,' none of
us, I'think, felt .like'breaking off this link .with centuries past, and we therefore left
in silence*fl

•

••

^

• ' " ',

Editorial Board.
''As announced by .President Cleeve.Borne at the Monthly'Dinner on
.September 29, an editorial board; has been set up to collaborate, in the
production of the Monthly Letter under the general editorship of W. A.
Craiok.

Its members and their special departments are as follows.; Meetings & Club Productions: Donald Byers
Fine and Applied Arts: William Colgate
. •. •

.Music:

Horace Lapp

'

^ •

Literature: John Yocum
Drama: William Prentice
Library: Hunter Bishop
Non^Pro Activities: Fred Shaw
Marginalia: Pat Richards
Members of the Club who have items of news which they feel might
be of'interest to their fellow members are.invited to give or send them
to the appropriate member of .the Editorial Board. ' . •
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November, 1956
MONTHLY DINNER

*

A

Over seventy members were in attendance at our second Monthly Dinner of the current
season, Saturday, October 27.
Dinner was preceded by the traditional period of fellowship and we were particularly
amused by the number of "anecdotes" which members seemed to be exchanging. None, unfortunately, (Ed's note:- or fortunately!) were available for reprint here.
A touching scene was enacted at this reporter's table when "guest" Fred Manning was
especially welcomed by President Home. Manning was again honored minutes later when the
guest speaker was introduced to him.
President Horne, stealing the words from several anxious mouths, thanked the House
Committee for the mysterious reappearance of cheddar cheese with the apple pie. A faint
applause from behind the woodwork revealed the mice were as appreciative as the members.
The meeting, unanimous up to this point, then took on an entirely different hue (and
cry!) when artist Stacey rose to attack the Executive for what he termed a "breach of
policy" in the matter of recent newspaper publicity. Accusing Home and his associates
of being "hen-pecked", Stacey pressed his assault to the limit.
His words proved quite underwhelming. While many members agreed in principle with
the text of his speech, they apparently felt that discretion, not valour, was the secret
ingredient of marital co-existence. Stacey, himself, admitted, during a personal interview granted this reporter, that he had not rehearsed his speech at home!
Horne summed up the situation this way:
1. Obviously we cannot prevent wives from reading the Monthly Letter.
2. The columnist, whose material touched off the controversy, should
be appointed a member of the Club and placed on the M.L. staff.
Since the above points were not mentioned from the floor, it seemed like "aLotta"
trouble about nothing!
Turning (with obvious relief) to other matters, Home welcomed senior members
Emanuel Hahn, Percy Robinson, Arnold Mason, Scott Carter and Bob Defries, whose 86th
birthday was near at hand. Bob, in acknowledging the greetings of fellow members, observed: "Nowhere else on the North American continent can you duplicate the congeniality
of the Arts and Letters Club." Members then achieved the impossible by singing "Happy
Birthday" and "For He's a Jolly Good Fellow" at the same time.
Before the close of the dinner hour George McMurtrie was thanked by the chair for
his spirited support of this section of the evening's program.
Home then welcomed guest speaker, Bob Christie, who had rushed to join us from
rehearsals in Hamilton.
Frank Hay, who has had the good fortune of attending five Festivals in Edinburgh,
introduced Christie. He described, with obvious pleasure, the enthusiasm with which the
Canadian Shakespearean group had been received.
"Tremendous success" best sums up Christie's comments on the entire venture. Organization of detail, accompanying the transfer of 60 bodies and countless odds and ends of
costume and properties over thousands of miles of land and sea, was magnificent. Accommodation in Edinburgh was laid on with equal efficiency.

2.

Through the first four days of strenuous rehearsal and the two weeks of performances
which followed, the Company worked harder than they had ever worked before. All were conscious of an added tension, understandable enough when one considers that in Edinburgh
they were without the "protection of nationalistic sympathy" which they have always enjoyed
in Stratford, Ontario. But the audience that packed the Assembly Hall in Edinburgh proved
to be quite like audiences at home - appreciative, impressed, and enthusiastic in their
applause.
Christie commented on how the critics received the work of the Stratford group, revealing that, though most of the criticisms were valid, no two critics could agree. The
vigor of the Canadian Company seemed to confuse them.
An "invaluable experience which cannot help but improve our technique" was how Christie,
in retrospect, viewed the Edinburgh performances. "Perhaps, with improvements in diction
and verse reading," he concluded, "we can, through a 'naturalistic performance' peculiar to
Canada, emerge a new style ... a fresh interpretation of Shakespeare drama."
Before concluding this report of the dinner, special mention should be made about the
Grace. Though Canon Ward was present, prayer was offered by "Nick" Hornyansky in his
native tongue. Members joined him in a silent tribute to the brave men and women who are
fighting for freedom in Hungary.

CLUB NOTES AND NOTICES

)

The next monthly dinner is scheduled for Saturday, November 24. On this occasion,
in accordance with a policy recently adopted under which honorary life memberships will
in future be conferred on members completing 45 continuous years of membership, this distinction will be accorded to Herbert Palmer, Fred Haines, W. A. Craick, C. Adamson and
G. D. Atkinson. The entertainment program for the evening will be in the hands of David
Ouchterlony, who promises something unusual, which, knowing the originality of his ideas
and his versatility, is what is to be expected. Reg Heal's quartette -"Three Soles and
a Heel" - will also contribute to the enjoyment of the evening.
A date to remember: Thursday, December 27 has been decided upon as the date for the
Christmas Dinner, that unique and colorful event in the Club's calendar. Information
about the programme has not yet been released to the Monthly Letter but members can rest
assured that there will be no let-down in the high quality of the entertainment which has
always marked this festive occasion.
The Lounge, that comfortable spot for pre-luncheon libations and post-luncheon
somnolencies, has received a bit of a face-lifting through the re-upholstering of the
leather-covered chairs and divans and the cleaning up of the walls.
The buffet luncheon table continues in commission in the centre of the dining hall
and judging by the patronage it attracts, with its tempting display of cold meats, salads,
etc., bids fair to remain a popular feature for some time yet.
In order that new members may be able to acquaint themselves with the history of the
Club and the spirit that animates it, they are invited to apply for a complimentary copy
of Augustus Bridle's "The Story of the Club". A number of these entertaining and informative volumes are still on hand.

At almost every mailing of Club letters, a number come back from the Post Office
because members have left the addresses to which the letters were directed. It would be
Shelpful if members would notify the Club immediately on moving of the change of address.
This is particularly desirable now that the Post Office has issued a ukase requiring the
insertion on all city addresses of the number of the postal district.
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Members are reminded that the collection of material for the Monthly Letter is now
being undertaken by the members of an Editorial Board. The field has been divided as
follows Meetings and Club Productions: Donald Byers
Fine and Applied Arts: William Colgate
Music: Horace Lapp
Literature: John Yocum
Drama: William Prentice
Library: Hunter Bishop
Non-pro activities: Fred Shaw
Marginalia: Pat Richards
Members who have items of news which they feel might be of interest to their fellow
members are invited to give or send them to the appropriate member of the Editorial
Board, or to W. A. Craick, the General Editor.

NEWSY ITEMS ABOUT CLUB MEMBERS
A signal honor has been paid distinguished Club member, Dr. Wallace Graham.
He has
been invited to attend the First Congress of the Roumanian Academy of Sciences in Bucharest
and deliver a lecture on a subject of which he has become a recognized authority, Rheumatic
Diseases. Provided he is not prevented from going by the disturbances in Eastern Europe,
he takes off from Toronto on November 20. His itinerary calls for stops in Prague,
Bucharest, Budapest, Vienna, Berlin and London. His fellow members in the Club will wish
bon voyage and a safe return and no doubt he will have an interesting story to tell
when he gets back.

Shim

After a lengthy absence from the Club due to ill health, Canon J. E. Ward has been
able to put in an appearance at lunch once more. His return has been a source of much
pleasure to his fellow members who hold in high esteem their kindly and talented chaplain.
Two Club members figure on the board of the Canadian Association of Advertising
Agencies, which held its annual meeting last month. Elton Johnson, who is President of
Locke, Johnson & Co. Ltd., was re-elected Vice-President, while G. Alec Phare, Managing
Director of R. C. Smith & Son Ltd., serves as a director. The Association is now in its
second half century, dating back to 1905.
Harold Gully, down from his country seat in Muskoka, has purchased a bungalow on
Whitehall Road, where he intends to hibernate until he can get back to his northern
haunts. Harold is reported to have spent much of his time last summer cruising the Lakes
in his launch, "Sadie", which suggests the possibility of a brush some time with fellow
mariner Philip Clark's "Ark Royal", due regard, of course, being paid to the age and
infirmities of the latter craft.
Royd E. Beamish, one of the Club's new members has been appointed Executive VicePresident of the Ontario Epilepsy Association, a recently incorporated organization
which is now getting into action. Its object is to provide employment for victims of
epilepsy who are unable to get work in regular channels. For this purpose a sheltered
workshop has been opened at 15 Bartnell Avenue, where a number of these unfortunates are
now usefully employed. Mr. Beamish is Assistant to the President of the Maclean-Hunter
SPublishing Company Ltd.
Congratulations from his many friends in the Club to the Rev. Francis John Moore,D.D.
He has recently been awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Sacred Theology of the
General Theological Seminary in New York City. Dr. Moore, who was assistant at St. James
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Cathedral for many years, is now editor of the Forward Movement Publications of the
Protestant Episcopal Church of the United States. He became a member of the Arts and
Letters Club in 1913 and until he left to live in the United States in 1933 was a
familiar figure around the Club. He maintains his connection as an out-of-town member.
Gene Butt is giving a series of eight lectures (illustrated) on "Interior Decoration"
at Faywood Public School for an evening class of the North York Recreational Centre. The
first lecture, "An Introduction to Colour", was delivered on October 25 and the series
will run weekly until December 13. Gene, who has been in charge of publicity for the
Colour Council of Toronto, has been asked to act as editor of "Colour Comments", published
by the Council.
Frank Prendergast modestly claimed that he had been doing nothing of special interest
but it turns out that his "nothing" was participation in the recent European tour of the
No doubt he added wit and wisdom to the party
Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association.
of 75 publishers and their wives as they followed a strenuous itinerary which carried
them through Scotland, England, Belgium, France, Germany, Switzerland and Italy. Of many
experiences on the trip Frank places at the top the reception of the party by His Holiness
Pope Pius XII at his summer residence, Castle Gandolfo. It was, he says, most impressive
and he was particularly taken with the fine strong voice with which the venerable prelate
spoke. Another highlight was a dinner tendered the visitors in the Apothecaries Hall in
In Edinburgh the party were entertained by that noted exLondon, an architectural gem.
Canadian, Roy Thomson.

OF ART AND ARTISTS
An exhibition of "A Painting from My Private Collection", now on view at the Club,
brought together no masterpieces but a number of landscapes, figure studies and an abstraction or two of sufficient interest to repay study. For the benefit of viewers no less than
for the hard-pressed reporter, titles should have been given where they were omitted. Members can hardly be expected to pursue contributors to the exhibition with the anxious query
- "I say, old chap, what is the name of that painting you have on the wall?" If the
picture really lacks a title the owner might invent one. After all, high-minded members
of the Club can hardly be accused of lacking inventiveness. Here is the list for what it
may be worth. The name of the painter appears first:
Edna Tacon, "Sufficiency", W. A. Hogarth; William Armstrong, "H.M. Ships of R.N. on
St. Lawrence", John Irwin; Emily Carr, "Green Trees", Gordon Adamson; Will Ogilvie, ------- , Philip Clark; John Bennett, "Surge of Silence", Judge C. D. Stewart; Emily Carr,
-------- , R. A. Daly; L.A.C. Panton, "Studio Notes, No.2", Dr. Wallace Graham; J. W. G.
MacDonald, "Mimulus Lake, Garibaldi Park, B.C.", G. Coutts; Pegi Nichol, "Self-Portrait",
Joseph McCulley; Homer Watson, "Pioneer Mill", N. Hornyansky; Homer Watson, --------- ,
Norman Alexander; John Russell, -------- , A. B. Fisher; Emily Carr, -------- , Thomas
, Robert Hubbard; L.A.C. Panton, -------- , Robert
C. Daly; A. J. Casson, -----Farm, 1827", William A. Howard; Adrian Dingle,
"Tanglewood
A.
Howard,
W.
Christie;
Britton, -------- , Arthur A. Beemer; Allan Mardon,
Harry
R.
Hatton;
G.
Finale",
"Winter's
Foord.
G.
"Composition",
It was a good show even if the general level was not inordinately high. One of the
most interesting pieces, because unusual, was William Armstrong's "H.M. Ships of the
Royal Navy in the St. Lawrence". I image W. A. did few things to match this. A gardenia
to the Hanging Committee for work which showed no flaw.

0

After forty years in obscurity, slightly more than a hundred pen drawings made by
Charles W. Jefferys to illustrate an unpublished edition of Haliburton's writings now
appear in "Sam Slick in Pictures", published by the Ryerson Press with the collaboration
of the Imperial Oil Company. These drawings of high excellence represent the manner,

_
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skill and reportorial instincts of Charles Jefferys in their most engaging form.
publication in

their

present state,

Their

with accompanying passages from the works of Thomas

Chandler Haliburton, is thus an important artistic and literary event; particularly imas
portant since they indicate Jeffery's progress as an artist, and more particularly
intense.
most
was
communicating
and
learning
seeing,
of
pleasure
the
when
illustrator,
He was then forty-six.
While the work of Sam Slick was in hand, writes Dr. Lorne Pierce, in a biographical
an
introduction notable for its readability and freshness of material, Jefferys gave
address on Haliburton and the problem of illustrating him. Among other things, Jefferys
contended that an illustrator must know his subject.
the
"In many instances (he says in part) I have made use of actual portraits of
I
personages.
time - not necessarily celebrities - but little known or locally known
believe that not only different countries and races have different types of faces, but
due to
also different periods of time show variations in type. This is not entirely
of
impress
different styles of hairdressing, to wigs and whiskers, chokers, etc. The
and
decorum
the ideas of the time shapes the expression of the face also - an age of
of its people - an
politeness is reflected in the sober and serious physiognomies
adventurous or a reckless era gleams in the vivacious eyes, lifts the chin at a predatory
rate we
or alert angle and rolls the head with a jovial or challenging tilt. At any
associate certain types of faces with certain periods of time - we are influenced by
maybe;
impressions made up of recollections of famous portraits, or of genre pictures
peril...."
his
at
associations
these
antagonizes
or
ignores
but the illustrator
To what extent C.W.J. followed his own teaching, the present volume pleasantly de- in
fines. It is a generous contribution to Canadian history - literary and pictorial
volume, most
keeping with previous books the Ryerson Press has produced. A good-looking
time.
any
at
or
Christmas
at
worthy of acceptance

OF MUSIC AND MUSICIANS
The Boris Hambourg Memorial Cello Scholarship Fund, which was launched in January,
and
1955, to perpetuate the memory of that brilliant musician, one who was always ready
been
has
Club,
the
of
members
fellow
his
of
enjoyment
the
willing to contribute to
objective. Contributions to
gradually mounting but is still about $2,000 short of its
made out in the name of
help meet the deficiency will be greatly appreciated. Cheques
East.
the Fund as above should be sent c/o Mrs. Boris Hambourg, 195 Wellesley Street
Elie Spivak will be in Guelph on November 19 adjudicating at the Kiwanis Musical
Festival there.
conductor
A recent luncheon guest of note at the Club was Walter Susskind, the new
of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, who was the centre of interest at a table presided
over by Ettore Mazzolini.
The Songmen, organized some five years ago by David Ouchterlony, have recently
their
been reorganized under the leadership of Walter MacNutt. They are continuing
hope
and
spirituals
and
songs
folk
type of programme of classical music coupled with
years.
former
in
as
province
the
to sing many concerts throughout
The M.L.'s musical contributor, encountering the notorious triumvirate, Lambert,
since the
Mazzolini and Sylvester, inquired if they had been doing anything outstanding
"No".
last Letter. The answer was
star performer
Gail Cooper, Stanley Cooper's talented 19-year old daughter, was a
30, with the
October
on
Hall
Massey
at
Concerts
School
at the first of the Secondary
movements
two
last
the
played
She
Susskind.
Walter
under
Toronto Symphony Orchestra
has
Cooper
Miss
Bates,
Mona
under
student
A
Concerto.
of Saint-Saens' Second Piano
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period has
been competing at Kiwanis Festivals since she was six years old and in that
won numerous scholarships. Stan may well be proud of her.
Geza de
His many friends and admirers in the membership will be pleased to know that
Kresz, who is numbered among Canada's most distinguished musicians, is convalescing from
the heart attack which he suffered some little time ago. In spite of severe physical
disability he is working on the translation from the German of a book on bowing technique.
his friends.
We understand that he is able to see visitors and will welcome calls from
was
On Wednesday, October 10, Sir William Walton's opera "Troilus and Cressida"
and a very
performed over station CBL. Geoffrey Waddington directed the performance
evening,
the
during
thrown
were
curves
Many
was.
it
conducting
of
job
distinguished
the
mainly
but
everybody,
to
orchestra
the
Troilus,
to
Cressida
Troilus to Cressida,
rather
writer
the
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Professor George H. Needler, M.A.,Ph.D., has again made a valuable contribution
to current Canadian literature. His "Colonel Anthony van Egmond", recently published
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The Dictionary of Modern Art is a dictionary in the sense that 250 entries follow
one another in alphabetical order, but each entry is a considered appraisal of its subject.
Most of the 25 contributors are French art critics, who have prepared articles not only
on individual painters, but on the schools, movements, and ideas that have influenced art
since the early work of the Impressionists. The English edition of this authoritative
reference work was prepared by several translators; it contains 270 small but carefully
printed colour reproductions of works from most of the major galleries and museums of
the world. A second dictionary, titled Dictionary of Shakespeare Quotations, has also
been obtained for the reference shelf. Although not an exhaustive concordance, this
Everyman edition is said to contain all of Shakespeare that can be reckoned truly quoteworthy. The main part of the book presents just under 4,000 quotations, extracts and
speeches from 14 comedies, 10 histories, and 13 tragedies. An important section of the
book is the full index to the key words of each quotation. The Cloisters was first published by the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1938; the eleventh edition, which was recently obtained, lists all the acquisitions up to 1951. The Cloisters museum, which houses
the architectural objects, tapestries, etc. of the Metropolitan museum, was in a large
part the gift of John D. Rockefeller Jr. to the city of New York. The book contains a
history of the art objects from the Middle Ages in France and Spain, as well as some
plans and a number of illustrations.
William Colgate has very kindly completed our set of The Yellow Book with a gift
of Vols. VI and VIII. A set of this illustrated quarterly has become somewhat of a
collector's item, for in a sense it represents a period piece of literary and artistic
endeavour. Bill has also presented to the Club a booklet titled Norman Gilbert Stuart
Ingram, 1899 - 1953. This tribute to a well-beloved man, prepared by his business
associates, will be added to the "Members" shelf. Charles Dunn, who is now teaching
at the Washington Square College of Arts and Science, N.Y.U., sent along a copy of the
McMaster Quarterly, January 1934, and pointed out that it contains a reproduction of
Tom Thomson's "West Wind" with a two-page appreciation written by Arthur Lismer.

OF BUILDINGS AND ARCHITECTS
Gordon Adamson has been appointed to the Senate of the University of Toronto for
a four-year term as the representative of the Ontario Society of Architects.
That excellent publication, The Journal of the Royal Architectural Institute of
Canada, intends to devote its December issue to new churches. As might be expected
Trinity College Chapel will be included and Walter Moorhouse has been asked to prepare
an article on it and provide numerous photographs. Those who admire this beautiful
piece of architecture will welcome the publication of a well illustrated descriptive
article about it.

*

It has been known for some time that the Maclean-Hunter Publishing Company Limited
intended to erect a new building on their property at the corner of University Avenue
and Dundas Street. A first step is now being taken in the demolition of the old building
fronting on University Avenue at the north side of the lot. Erection of the new building
on the Avenue frontage will then begin. It is designed for 17 stories but only 9 will
be completed at present. The new structure will add one more to the growing number of
imposing buildings on Toronto's finest thoroughfare.
Work on the construction of the permanent Festival Theatre at Stratford, of which
Club member Robert C. Fairfield is the architect, was commenced on August 27 and the
foundations are now in. Building operations will continue during the winter. The

8.
theatre will not be ready for the 1957 season but it is planned to have it completed for

1958.

*

Boardings around the boulevard at the north end of University Avenue in Toronto are
an indication that at last work has commenced on the memorial to the late R. H. Saunders,
Chairman of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission. It will be of interest to
members to know that the central feature of the memorial will be a relief portrait of
Mr. Saunders designed by fellow member, Emanuel Hahn. This will have a setting on a
massive stone base leading to a pool into which a stream of water will flow.

OF THE THEATRE AND TELEVISION
Floyd S. Chalmers in his capacity as Chairman of the Charitable Foundation Committee
of the Stratford Permanent Theatre Fund has been busily engaged of late in rounding up
subscriptions for this very worthy cultural objective. It is reported that he has personally raised more than a quarter of a million dollars to date. Mr. Chalmers is President
of the Maclean-Hunter Publishing Company Limited, Toronto.
Rai Purdy is going to Scotland to become Director of Programs for Roy Thomson's TV
station there. He left Toronto six years ago to become a Television Director for CBS in
New York. He has retained his connection with the Club as an out-of-town member and now
would like to let his fellow members know what he has in prospect. The Thomson station
will be the one and only commercial TV station in Scotland and Rai says - "I am certain
that a good volume of very worthwhile material and talent will find its way into our
Sweekly schedule. We have bought the Theatre Royal in Glasgow and will remodel it for
TV studios. The transmitter will be half way between Glasgow and Edinburgh. We hope
to start televising next August, with a comprehensive coverage of the Edinburgh Festival
which we will feed to the whole of the British Isles." Rai sends his warmest regards to
all who remember him.
Earle Grey and his players are now in the midst of their nine weeks "barnstorming"
tour of the secondary schools of Ontario. This year they are visiting 40 schools in a
series of one-night stands, putting on a 22 hour performance made up of lengthy selections from Hamlet, Macbeth, Twelfth Night and Merchant of Venice. In this way they
combine the interest of the senior grades in the tragedies and the junior grades in
the comedies. Travelling by automobile with their paraphrenalia - scenery, costumes,
lights, etc. - packed in a truck, their progress from town to town bears a certain
resemblance to the way the itinerant players of old used to move about the country.
They customarily arrive at a school at 3:30 or 4 o'clock in the afternoon and spend the
time until dinner getting everything in readiness for the evening performance. After
the show their equipment is removed and repacked; they spend the night at a hotel or
motel and move off next morning to their next engagement. There are 6 men and 3 women
in the company and all are competent to do just about everything in running the show.
The tour opened on October 2 and will conclude the end of November.

Swe

Mavor Moore contributes to the autumn number of the University of Toronto Quarterly
an article which should be "must" reading for all concerned with the future of the
theatre in Canada. Between his opening assertion that "we own the world's most famous
blank face" and the wind-up of his article several pages on, when he warns that "if
miss our chance our face shall be not only blank but red", he has built up a powerful argument in support of "a theatre for Canada", which shall be original and not
imitative. He instances the outstanding success of two purely Canadian productions,
"Ti-Coq", a record breaker in Montreal, and "Spring Thaw" in Toronto, as proof that there
is a field in Canada for the development of a national theatre. As a backing for this

9.
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he recalls the impact on Canadian artistic life of John Grierson, first director of the
National Film Board and Tyrone Guthrie, first director of the Stratford Festival. To
them the appealing thing about the Canadian situation was the opportunity it provided
for the creation of something new. Both, as Mavor Moore points out, created something
here it would have been impossible to do elsewhere. The foregoing affords but a brief
glimpse of the substance of this thought-provoking article.
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December, 1956
A SHORT SEASONAL SCREED FROM THE PRESIDENT
"We rarely find that people have good sense unless
they agree with us."
-Rochefoucauld
Somewhere in this maxim lies the key to the boisterous banter of brotherly love
that overfloweth our daily board of refreshment, at noon, night or whenever members
courageously gather together - beneath the bar or buffet - to penetrate the deeper
satisfactions of mind and spirito
If, perchance, you are still reading, then you will agree that we must agree
that, to disagree makes sense. Thus, ever so humbly, do we reveal the unmanageable
of your Executive and Senior Officers. They, even on occasion, appear to
"prefer an accommodating vice to an obstinate virtue". But, when it has all been
said and done, one thought unanimously prevails. There is positively no club in the
world like the Arts & Letters Club. (No election connotation here - the President
retires in May). The reason is quite simple. Its esoteric personality defies dissection, and, without a doubt, will continue to baffle members and guests alike as
long as Canada can produce the 'characters' to maintain this spirit, this atmosphere
and the extraordinary qualifications required for the Boar's Head Procession.
Speaking of boar's heads, will you forgive me if I add a few more words. Now
that you all have had the rare fortune to enjoy another good-humored year at the
old Elm Street Mission (credit Lismer) may we, your Executive, the staff of this
Letter, and myself extend to you our heartiest wishes for a very happy Christmas and
a successful effort in your struggle to obtain a ticket to the Great Festive Dinner
on the Twenty-Seventh.
At this point, all will agree that someone must hand over the typewriter to
the professionals.
Cleeve Home.

Sbehaviour

THE NOVEMBER DINNER

*

The spirit of the Grey Cup Game which hovered over Toronto, filling downtown
streets with staggering groups of celebrants, penetrated the normally impenetrable
walls of the Arts and Letters Club, adding a dash of excitement to the monthly dinner,
November 24, as the event saw the largest turnout so far this year. Elbow room so necessary during the social hour - was at a premium.

d

Dinner was enlivened by sporadic flashes of light (within and without conversations) as John Fleetwood-Morrow, Chuck Matthews and Al Collier used up flash bulbs
which were left over after a busy afternoon at Varsity Stadium.
While on the subject of light, it should be noted (and it was most emphatically
by Stan Cooper) that the red EXIT signs over "escape" doors in the auditorium had been
turned off. No explanation was forthcoming from the chair on the matter . . . although
we suggest that the absence of their cheery, cherry glow was somehow linked to the
trouncing of the red-sweatered Montreal Alouettes earlier in the day at the Bloor Sto
Bowl.
Horne opened the "after dinner" session by reading letters from Arthur Lismer and
George Atkinson, who were among those to be honored with life membership, but who were
unable to be present. Both expressed regret at missing the occasion and wished their
fellows wello
In proposing a toast to the Honorary Life Members, President Horne described this
rare and cherished fraternity". "Here are men," he added, "who fired
group as a "....
and kindled the spirit of Canadian culture."
The honour of welcoming the new Honorary Life Members fell to Harry Smith, who
was present from Montreal. He observed that a significant feature of life membership,
not widely publicized, was the loss of voting privileges, "even though," he admitted,
"we haven't exercised same for some time."
First to be introduced by Horne was Charles Adamson, journalist and sculptor,
who joined A. & L. ranks in October, 1910. Charles looked back over 46 years of Club
experience, recalling how generous members have always been with their talents by
taking an active part in Club functions. "I hope our Club continues to be the powerhouse of art appreciation and expression in Canada," he said.
Herbert S. Palmer, who for over 31 years served as Secretary of the OSA, became
a member of the Club in December, 1910. "I once read," he said, "that the human brain
is an organ which begins to function when you are born and doesn't stop .. o until you
have to make a speech." Herbert reminisced about earlier days and summed up his
feelings with these words: "Life would have been indeed vacant without 46 years of
A. & L. Club friendship."
W. A. Craick, journalist and editor, was introduced to the Club in December, 1910,
by the late Walter Allward, ". .one of the greatest sculptors any country has produced
Craick recalled, to the amusement of his audience, the first social function he
.o.".
attended as a member of the Club, a reception held by Sir William Mulock in honour of
Gertrude Elliot. Gertrude did not appear, Club members did ... through the tradesmen's
entrance.
January, 1911, marked the beginning of a long and happy Club association for
Fred S. Haines, painter, teacher, art director and director of galleries. A former
A. & L. President, Fred said, in recalling past years - "I've received far more from
the Club than I have given - long live the Club'"
Vincent Massey, whose splendid service to Canada was recognized by his appointment
as the first Canadian Governor General, became a member of the Arts & Letters Club in
February, 1911. As one of the enthusiastic builders of the organization he was the
first President of the Club to hold office at our Elm Street address. Obviously at
home and among good friends, Vincent Massey said that he felt like "a prodigal son in
the presence of a forgiving parent," and warmly thanked all for their sincere welcome.
He could see no evidence of change in the atmosphere which surrounded him and voiced
the hope, "...may the Club flourish forever."

1
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Entertainment Chairman, Sid Johnson, continued his high level of fare for
thought by introducing David Ouchterlony and the quartet, "Three Souls and a Heal"
(Reg Heal, Harry Ward, Bill Thompson and visitor). The latter group sang "The Old
Superb", the round "How Sweet is the Pleasure", and "Rolling Down to Rio". Members
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demonstrated their appreciation of this fine performance by demanding an encore.
describing the purpose and pattern of a television series he had completed for
the CBC, Dave Ouchterlony revealed that a growing hunger existed on the North American
continent for a greater appreciation of fine arts. His program, originally produced
to show children how to love and appreciate music, soon captured a wide adult audience.
The sampling served up by Ouchterlony clearly illustrated why this happened.
Combining renditions by the quartet with a reading from Hamlet by Eric Aldwinckle
and slides of paintings, Ouchterlony sought to show the close relationship which exists
in works of art.
"Whereas man can live without the arts," he observed, "he does so rather badly.
Our job," he continued, "is not to create taste but to make taste possible." With obvious enthusiasm he revealed a growing popular interest in good music in the United
States and observed that it was logical to assume the same trend existed in Canada.
"I firmly believe," he said in closing, "that making it possible for people to
enjoy the arts makes it possible to be more expert in the art of living - which, of
course, as some one said years ago, is the greatest art of them all."

A RETRACTION AND SOME RANDOM NOTES
The Monthly Letter retracts, with profound apologies, its libellous reference to
Reg Heal's Club Quartet as being composed of "Three Soles and a Heel". Correction
please - "Three Souls and a Heal".

1

Did you catch Sid Johnson's neat little quip when he introduced the Quartet at
the dinner on November 24? Said Sid - "I don't know just what type of music to expect
from them but I dare say there will be some interesting foot-notes."
The Executive Committee has decided that the Club cannot longer do without a
projector of its own and authority has been given for the purchase of one.
Exchange of epithets reported by Norman Alexander as having occurred recently
at a lunch table Oswald Stacey:- "Times have certainly changed since Fanny was a girl's name."
Fred Shaw:- "Yes, and since coon was an animal's name."
Burwell Coon:- "And pshaw was just an expression."
Under the capable hands of Robert Hubbard, the portraits of past Presidents have been
subjected to a thorough cleaning and are again aloft in the Lounge in their proper
order from Langton to Panton. The latest addition is a portrait of Gilbert Jackson,
executed with his accustomed skill by Cleeve Horne. Hubbard has also had in hand
the series of framed Executive Committee lists, which are again in place on the wall
of the Lounge. The Club is greatly indebted to him for the time he has devoted to
reconditioning these valuable Club properties.
The luncheon combination of Mazzoleni, Lambert and Sylvester was broken during
the week of November 19 when Mazzoleni failed to occupy his accustomed end-of-table
position. Inquiry brought out the information that he was over in Cleveland attending,
as a guest, the annual convention of the National Association of the Schools of Music.
Questioned on his return, he declared that it was just a typical convention and everyone knew what that was like. However, he did admit that he was greatly interested in
the discussion on the role of television in the field of musical instruction. Progress
was striking and with the shortage of teachers it was bound to play an increasingly
important part. It was, of course, closed circuit television that was employed. One
significant effect was that it tended to raise the standard of teaching.

_______~

-4SIR GEOFFREY VICKERS'

VIEWS ON THE AMATEUR

Announcement that Sir Geoffrey Vickers, V.C.,M.A., would be a guest and
would be so rash as to try to answer the question - "What shall we do with the
amateur?" brought out a capacity attendance at luncheon on Friday, November 9. Also
a guest on this occasion was Ossip Zadkine, the sculptor, an exhibition of whose work
was currently on view at the Art Gallery. Both distinguished visitors were welcomed
by President Cleeve Horne before he called on Dr. Hendry to introduce Sir Geoffrey.
In his introduction, Dr. Hendry spoke of Sir Geoffrey's education at Oundle
School and Oxford, his distinguished service in World War I, which won him the
Victoria Cross, his subsequent career as a solicitor in London, his employment on
special missions and as director of economic intelligence for the Ministry of Economic
Warfare during World War II, his membership on the National Coal Board, the Medical
Research Council and the Council of the British Institute of Management, and his
service on numerous government bodies. He was in Toronto, explained Dro Hendry on
a three-fold mission - as chief consultant to the Round Table on men and industry
conducted by the University of Toronto School of Social Work; as deliverer of the
Wallburg Memorial Lecture and as conductor of a colloquium on values and decisiontaking, open to the senior members of the University Faculty.
The question - "What shall we do with the amateur?" - said Sir Geoffrey
on rising to speak, was a growing problem. Technology increased specialization and
leisure; so each of us had a narrower field in which to be professionally competent
and more time to splash around outside it. None of us understood all the ideas by
which our society lives; every specialist today is expected to tell the rest of the
Sworld what he is up to and why.
Science responded readily to this challenge. Physicists tried to tell us
about sub-atomic physics; doctors introduced us to our endocrine glands; psychiatrists
to our ids. The response of artists was different - and no wonder. For no amateur,
having listened to the scientist, could take up atom-splitting as a hobby but he
could easily buy a bassoon or some paint and canvas.
In the arts the amateur was a doer, as well as an appreciator. In music
this seemed to raise no problem. The standards of amateur music making, of professional music making and of amateur appreciation of professional music had grown
together in recent years (in England at all events) and each had fertilised the
others, But in painting he had been dismayed to hear from the President a very different story. Canadian amateurs, he learned, made and hung and looked at so many bad
pictures that they would soon not know a bad picture from a good one.
He hoped the danger was exaggerated. Even those who loved their own
pictures - and who didn't? - might learn to criticise their neighbours! Yet there
was a real difference between painting and music. Music vanished with the making;
paintings remained. There would soon be no room to hang any more, good or bad. A
technological age should not tolerate such an impasse. Let paints and canvas be so
made that they would fall to dust in a year, unless painted with some secret - and
expensive - preservative. Place the preservative in the hands of the profession and
make the rest accessible to all. The problem would be solved, painting would be
assimilated to music, the amateur would be put where he belonged ...
Perhaps not the amateur alone. Creation is in doing. For every artist,
amateur or professional, the creative effort must ever be made anew.
Sir Geoffrey's brief but clever and amusing treatment of the subject
brought hearty applause and a neat expression of thanks from the President.
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NEWSY ITEMS ABOUT CLUB MEMBERS
Graham has had
Owing to the disturbances in Eastern Europe, Dr. Wallace
Letter.
Monthly
last
the
in
reported
as
Roumania
to
to cancel his projected trip
Ralph Allen, editor of Maclean's Magazine, was guest speaker at an open
house held by the Leaside Public Library on Sunday, November 18, during the course
of Young Canada's Book Week.
The CBC propose broadcasting a series of six New Testament plays by
for
Canon J. E. Ward in the program "In His Service" over the Trans-Canada network
six Sundays beginning on the Epiphany (January 6th).
Jack
"hate Toronto"
as a burlesque
looks as if it
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McLaren has seized on a lively topic when he takes in hand the
theme and produces a book titled "Let's All Hate Toronto". Described
in words and pictures, narration, illustration and exhortation, it
might be a dangerous contender for the Leacock Medal.

T. A. Reed, whose knowledge of Toronto and its history is, as Dominie
Sampson would say "prodigious", recently delivered his 500th lecture on subjects
connected with the life of the city. In most cases these were illustrated. He
Augustine's Church. He
gave his first lecture in 1922 when he was organist of St.
and collected some
Church
the
of
was asked to give a talk to the Men's Association
for he was requested
hit
a
made
material and pictures for the purpose. It evidently
The fame of his
it.
time and again by other churches and organizations to repeat
deliver it or
to
him
for
city
lecture spread and requests came from all over the
he spoke to
when
1926
in
some variation of it. He addressed his largest audience
a packed Convocation Hall in the Alumni public lecture series of that year.
Member John Irwin is back from his flying trip to Europe. The two weeks'
the
holiday he had in England, on the occasion of his mother's birthday, was just
Swiss
and
Italian
period he needed for resting up for what lay ahead, covering
Novemindustry for the Financial Post. John visited 21 cities in 15 days. In the
and
John
did
that
report
ber 24 special supplement on "The New Italy" was a feature
written
was
pages
16
his publication proud. We understand that this section of
that he came back from
understand
also
we
but
John,
Editor
by
practically entirely
the Old Countries with so much information that he could have handled another eight
pages of The Post. A special on Switzerland, also written by John, will appear
shortly. His summary of Italy went something like this "Italy is a new market in a changing market - new in the sense that
trade has been much restricted from 1934 until a couple of years
of
ago - changing by reason of the remarkable post-war development
of
industry and power resources. The most interesting feature
Italian production is its diversification of a wide range of products
In future designs keep an eye on Italian
at competitive prices.
machinery, furniture, chemicals for synthetic resins, brass valves
and,maybe, automobiles and scooters."

•

While it is the desire of those engaged in compiling the news for the Monthly Letter
to cover all possible activities of the Club and its members, there are probably
membersome matters of interest that have not come to their attention. With a large
ship such omissions are bound to occur. The co-operation of the members in enaoling
Letter's
us to cover all items of a newsworthy character is urged so that the Monthly
record may be as complete as possible.
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-6FROM SELLING BOOKS TO RAISING BEEF
It seems but
This is the rather unusual transition of member Barney Sandwell.
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Enthusiasm for his new calling reveals itself
of choice beef
"Our purpose here," he says, "is to specialize in the production
of course promust
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for the metropolitan market of Toronto. To do this economically
of our own
some
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at
raise
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duce quality hay and silage, maintain good
200 tons of
about
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moment
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feed grain and straw for bedding. We have at
straw we
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all
and
oats
mostly
of grain
legume hay, 100 tons of corn silage, 50 tons
Aberdeen
pure-bred
21
of
herd
could blow into one barn. We have a small foundation
mostly Western Herefords, and these
Angus cattle, but we are also feeding 87 steers,
and one other man with the
will constitute our cash crop. I have a trained herdsman
strength of a gorilla and the endurance of a mule."
either for his wife
Barney claims that leaving the city constituted no hardship
about the city
or himself. They felt that they could still enjoy the things they liked
it all. Farming
of
without having to live there and bring up their children in the midst
live in and ento
children
them and their
appealed for three reasons - (1) it permitted
by merely commuting on
joy the country in all its seasons to an extent never possible
(2) it permitted them the increasingly rare
week-ends to so-called "country retreats";
farming has become a treluxury of running their own show; and (3) with modern methods
fields still to explore.
mendously exciting and challenging business with endless

NEW PUBLICATION BEING LAUNCHED
publication entitled
Members will be interested in the new Canadian monthly
appearCanadian Commentator which, according to latest reports, will make its initial
ance January 10. Members Wilson Woodside and Mayor Moore will be handling "Foreign
Lougheed will cover "Economics .
Affairs" and "The Arts" respectively, while member W. F.
editors will be John Bird and
The Editor-in-Chief will be Prof. Marcus Long, The Ottawa
James Minnifie.
Ann Francis; London, England, Robert McKenzie, and Washington,
by the Editor in a
The main reason for the Canadian Commentator, as expressed
prospectus which came into our hands last month, is:
"We are alarmed that Canada, with its growing international commitments,
assess our comhas no journal, reaching the general public which tries to
We are
mitments in the light of moral principles and Canadian interests.
unalmost
and
alarmed that Canada, in a period of rapid economic expansion
of
policies
the
limited material hopes, has no proper medium for examining
those entrusted with power.
then it would
"If there were others who spoke as we think they should,
be enough to give them our open support. We have looked longingly through
for some that would meet the
the journals available to the Canadian people
a distinctive
needs of these difficult and dangerous days and speak with
vain.
Canadian voice. We have looked in
"It is our intention to bring to our readers informed and intelligent
observers who
comment on national and international affairs by reputable
to
share our faith in free institutions. We will expect our contributors
warranted
is
commend the decisions of our representatives where commendation
partisanship.
political
without
deserved,
is
and criticize where criticism
guide all of us
Most of all. we will expect the trenchant insight that will
to understand and appraise the political and economic policies which are in
the best interests of Canada."
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NEW PUBLICATION ....

cont'd

A noble goal, if we ever saw one! We are confident that Club members will have
some additional bright luncheon conversation after that first issues comes out, with
information on such things as - Economic Controls - Which way, more or less?
Television - Entertainer or Educator?
Far more than Suez.
The Capital Grapevine.
The Financial Spotlight.

SOME NOTES ABOUT ART AND ARTISTS

Congratulations to Sir Wyly Grier! The grand old man of the Club celebrated his
94th birthday on November 26. He is reported to be in good health for one of his years,
with his mind as keen as ever, as evidenced by the Churchillian quips and fancies that
he got off at the birthday party in his honor. Sir Wyly is not only a charter member
of the Club and consequently an honorary life member but a past President, the third in
the succession to that illustrious office. He had intended to come to the dinner in
honor of the life members on November 24 but a slight indisposition prevented him. The
good wishes of his fellow members attend him as he enters on his 95th year.

S

While not a member of the Club, the tragic death in an automobile accident on
Monday evening, November 26, of the talented young artist Oscar Cahen was deeply felt
by those members of the Club who knew him, particularly as he had been a guest at
luncheon that very day. He was a member of Painters Eleven and his work as a magazine
illustrator was well-known to readers of Canadian periodicals.

Egbert Reed has had a spell of three weeks in the Toronto General Hospital following an operation. There were some complications which delayed rapid recovery. It is
now gratifying to hear that he is out of the hospital and convalescing at his daughter's
home in Toronto.

A book of interest to artists and art lovers entitled "European Paintings in
Canadian Collections" is an Oxford publication of the present season. It is the work
of R. H. Hubbard, Chief Curator of the National Gallery of Canada. In his introductory
essay Dr. Hubbard explores the history of picture-collecting in Canada from the small
colonial beginnings to the present day. Each of the 69 paintings in the book is
briefly discussed and its literature and history are noted. The book concludes with
a complete checklist of important paintings of the periods covered that are known to
be in Canadian collections. Alan Jarvis, Director of the National Gallery, contributes
a foreword.

__
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MEMBERS EXHIBITING AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY
The 77th annual exhibition of the Royal Academy of Arts opened on November
16 at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts and as usual members of the Arts and Letters
Club were well represented. Alan Jarvis, Director of the National Art Gallery,
Ottawa, himself a member, spoke at the opening and in the course of his remarks said
that in this time of turmoil it was gratifying to find some of the front page news
devoted to the formation of the Canada Council of Arts.
Following are the Club members exhibiting, with the titles of their works
as listed in the Catalogue of the Exhibition Desert Dream
Quiet Day - Desert
A.J. Casson, R.C.A.,N.A. ................... Old Ontario
Alan C. Collier ......... 262,000 Gallons of Butane-Butylene, Edmonton
Adrian Dingle, AR.C.A. .................... Huttonville Millrace
Fred Finley, R.C.A. ........................ Work in Progress, No. 1
Peter Haworth, R.C.A. ...................... Ice on the Lake
Cleeve Home, R.C.A. ....................... Sir Ernest MacMillan
D. M. Houstoun ............................. Still Life with Lemons
George D. Pepper ..... o......................White Village
Sydney H. Watson, R.C.A. .................... Medieval City
"Come unto Me"
R. York Wilson, R.C.A. ................o.....
Jack Bush, A.R.C.A.........................

An exhibition of the work of C. W. Jefferys, R.C.A., O.S.A., LL.D. in the
Memorial Section is a feature of this year's Exhibition and this has been fittingly
introduced by an able tribute from the pen of William Colgate.
Both Fred Finley and his son, Gerald, are represented in the Exhibition;
Fred, as noted above, by "Work in Progress No.l" and Gerald by "Causerie", depicting
a group of Eskimo women engaged in solemn talk. This surely must be one of the few
times, or it may well be the only time that a father and son have contributed to the
same exhibition.
At the annual meeting of the Academy, Hugh Allward was re-elected President
and other Club members elected to the new Executive were Charles Comfort, VicePresident; R. York Wilson, member of the Council for 2 years; A. J. Casson, Cleeve
Horne and W. L. Somerville, members of the Council for one year. Associates elected
included Alan Collier (painter) and Eric Arthur (architect). Also elected an
associate was Paraskeva Clark (painter), the talented wife of Philip Clark.

MUSICAL NOTES OF THE MONTH

I

This month there are, as the saying goes, a few notes from here, there and
Sall over. At home the tender flower of composition is blooming very healthily among
our members.
John Weatherseed has just published a new song which he wrote this summer.

I

I

I
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MUSICAL NOTES ...

cont'd

who
Titled "The Excellent Gift", it should be a boon, especially to singers in churches
United
Park
Deer
at
are eager for new material. John, with his choir and soloists
Church, is performing Part I of The Messiah on December 16 and giving a carol service
on December 23.
Dr. Welford Russell has composed and published six new songs on 18th century
English verse. Their contrasting moods are delightful and make excellent listening.
When speaking to Dr. Ernesto Vinci re his activities, it was learned that
he is giving an interesting recital in Guelph at Chalmers United Church. Part of his
off to a fine start.
programme will be Dr. Russell's new songs which should get them
Reginald Godden, always on the qui vive for some new tangent, is now deeply
engrossed in a specialized Beethoven research. At present it is an exhaustive study
of Beethoven in the field of rhythm. It is to be hoped that he will uncover no evidence
"Elvis" Beethoven
that Beethoven has been connected in any way with "Rock 'n Roll".
will be as witty
sure
are
we
which
lectures
his
on
busy
would be just too much. Reg is
music.
on
and brilliant as his thoughts

1

Gerald Bales, a former member of the Club, who has been living in Calgary
for a year, has acquired a church organ, a choral group, a 30-piece symphony orchestra
and has made many appearances. He does a monthly concert at which several Mozart
have
symphonies, Bach cantatas, a violin concerto and Gerald's own piano concerto
been performed.
Harold Sumberg besides being such a talented musician has a very interesting
hobby - collecting pewter. He has been "acquiring" for over a year and already has
two beautiful church chalice cups which are particularly attractive. In case any
churches feel that they should again make an inventory of their collection, they are
assured that Harold is a very honest collector and only "acquires" through dealers°
On CBC at 10:30 every Monday night comes on one of the pleasantest half
hour radio shows in music that one could hear. It is called "Reflections in Music"
and is directed by Samuel D. Hersenhoren. Strings, harp, piano and celeste, all
very smooth and melodious, make for enjoyable and easy listening. Mr. Hersenhoren
has a private and amusing title for the show - "Muzak without Dishes". The
vocalists on the programme are replaced every so often to give them all a chance
of being heard. Again, an excellent show.
"Cantilenes Mysticas", a group of songs by Godfrey Ridout, have just
appeared, dedicated to Lois Marshall.
Before closing mention should be made of John Weatherseed's new anthem,
"They shall mount up with wings like eagles". It is very effective and should be
heard in many churches this season.
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THE

LIBRARY

An interesting book has been purchased, titled Art In European Architecture,
by Paul Damaz. The subject is the strong movement in post-war Europe towards the synThe
thesis of the three major visual arts - architecture, painting, and sculpture.
some
illustrations,
of
hundreds
in
shown
works of 130 architects and 150 artists are
the
accept
to
has
architect
modern
the
that
in full colour. The author contends
values of the muralist, the sculptor, and the worker in stained glass and in mosaic;
this theme is also brought out in the preface, which was written by LeCorbusier.
During a recent visit to the library of the National Gallery in Ottawa a
Catalogue. It was
request was made for some early editions of the National Gallery
purposes. Five
reference
and
historical
for
felt these might be of some value both
years:
following
the
of
each
for
copies of the Catalogue were made available, one
1909, /13, /21, /31, and 1936.
Several years ago the Detroit Institute of Art prepared an interesting
loan exhibition which was shown in three American and three Canadian cities, (Toronto
was not included in the tour of this show). The catalogue of this exhibition, titled
introThe Arts Of French Canada 1613 - 1870, is now to be found in our library. The
Another
reproduced.
are
photographs
20
duction was written by Marius Barbeau, and
catalogue has been obtained, this one of a loan exhibition prepared in 1940 by the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. The title of this large catalogue (68 pages of plates)
is Arts of The Middle Ages 1,000 - 1,400.

Dr. Lorne Pierce has given to the library a copy of the recentlyit contains
published Sam Slick In Pictures. This is a very welcome gift, for
introduction
not only 102 of C. W. Jeffery's drawings, but also an informative
by Dr. Pierce in which it is explained that the drawings were made forty years
ago for a proposed twelve-volume set of the collected works of Haliburton.
Samuel Hersenhoren recently donated to the "Music" shelf a bound collection of old songs. The sheet music in this collection is that of a few arias
from Italian operas, and a number of English ballads with such touching titles as
and "Woodman Spare That Tree".
"Why Are You Weeping Dear Mother?"
The 1954 edition of Canadiana has just been received from the National
Library; this is the third annual edition. All publications of Canadian origin
and interest that were noted during 1954 by the National Library of Canada are
listed in this volume. Each year this work seems to have doubled in size, until
there are in the present edition 554 pages, plus 60 pages of index. Hilton Smith,
who was assistant to the Chief Librarian of the Toronto Public Libraries, gave up
resident membership in the Club this summer and moved to Victoria, where he opened
a book store. A copy of his first sale catalogue was recently received, and may
now be found in our library.

II

I
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INTRODUCING SOME NEW MEMBERS

The Club's membership has recently been strengthened and its range of
interest extended by the election of the men whose careers and achievements are
outlined in the following biographical notes.
A. D. Tushingham is Head of the Division of Art and Archaeology at the
Royal Ontario Museum. He has had a notable career in the field of exploration
and excavation and this should render his membership of unusual interest. He was
born in Toronto on January 19, 1914, and holds the degrees of B.A. from the
University of Toronto, 1936; B.D. from the University of Chicago, 1941, and Ph.Do
from the latter University, 1946. During the war he served from 1942 to 1945 as
Lieutenant Commander in the R.C.N.R. He was for 24 years at the American School
of Oriental Research, Jerusalem, Jordan, as student, annual professor and director. He has engaged in travel and research in Egypt, Jordan, Israel, Syria,
Lebanon, Iraq, Turkey, Greece and Italy, during which time he has participated
in excavations at Herodian Jericho, Old Testament Jericho, Dhiban, Transjordan;
and the Dead Sea Scroll caves and monastery. This year he was head of the Royal
Ontario Museum excavation at Jericho, in collaboration with the British School of
Archaeology. He has written extensively on his travels and work. Dr. Tushingham,
who joins the Club as a pro member, is married and has two children. Residence,
19 Eastbourne Avenue.

Arthur G. Steven has been the Art Director during the past seven years
of The Ryerson Press, which means that he has been in charge of design both of
commercial printing and all book publications - trade titles, school texts,
catalogues, brochures, etc. He was born in London, Ontario on August 13, 1920
and educated in the public schools there and Sir Adam Beck Collegiate Institute.
He joined the RCAF in 1941 and spent four years in the service in Canada and
Europe. After the war he attended The Ontario College of Art, graduating in 1949
with the degree of A.OoC.A.
Mr. Steven is married and has two sonso He enters
the Club as a pro member interested in painting, music and the theatre.
Residence: 248 Queen Street, Cooksville, Ont.

*

Henry Farquharson brings into the Club a personality with an interesting
background.
A Highland Scot by birth (1914), he has the distinction of holding
both an M.A. and LL.B. degree from Aberdeen University. Most of his life has been
spent in the oil industry in South America and at various times he has resided in
Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador and Brazil. He was in New York when war broke out
and enlisted in the RCAF, but, as he puts it, for a Highland Scot, he had a highly
frustrating, if extremely pleasant, career, mostly as a legal officer in the Judge
Advocate General's Department. After the war he returned to South America. He
re-entered Canada in the fall of 1954, with his wife and two sons, aged 7 and 4,
and is now engaged as a life underwriter with the North American Life Assurance
Company. A non-pro member his interest is in music particularly. Residence:
220 York Mills Road, Willowdale.

TAYLOR STATTEN,
a

1882-1956

A Tribute by C. A. G. Matthews

The sudden death of Taylor Statten has brought a deep sense of loss to his
countless friends everywhere. He died in his sleep at his summer home in Algonquin
Park on Thursday, November 1st, at the age of 74.
Taylor Statten was internationally known for a lifetime of service to the
youth of this and other countries. While still in his early twenties his fitness for
leadership was recognized, and he was appointed Boys Work Secretary of the National
Council of the YoM.C.A. Among various other positions he held while he was connected
with the Y.M.C.A. were: President of the Metropolitan Board, General Secretary of the
Toronto Central "Y", and Chairman of the Boys Work Conference (International) at
Geneva, Switzerland. In organized camping he was the first President of the Canadian
Camping Association, and the only Canadian ever to serve as President of the American
Camping Association, from which body he received a special citation.
The re-organization of Pickering College, Newmarket, in 1927 was accomplished
largely through the efforts of Joe McCully and Taylor Statten. For a number of years
he was on the staff there as director of vocational guidance.
More than thirty-five years ago, Taylor Statten started his own summer camp
for boys on Canoe Lake in Algonquin Park. A few years later, a similar camp for girls
was established. In the succeeding years, these camps have developed until they are
to-day recognized as the best to be found anywhere in point of organization, equipment
and personnel. More than ten thousand boys and girls from across Canada and the
United States, and from many other countries, knew him affectionately as "Chief" - a
wise counsellor and warm friend.
While the emphasis in these two camps was given to instruction in swimming,
canoeing, sailing, riding, and in various crafts, Taylor Statten and his wife made
sure that the cultural side of camp life was not overlooked. Each year, the music
staff comprised vocalists and instrumentalists of talent, and music was regularly
part of the daily programme. Recitals were given at both camps each week; and, once
or twice in the season, campers participated with the professionals in larger musical
productions. At the same time, interest in theatre was encouraged as a means of selfexpression, as were sketching and painting.
Taylor Statten's interest in underprivileged youth resulted in the founding
of a year-round camp in India for boys and girls from the streets of Madras. During
the more than twenty years since he helped to get the camp started, his interest in
it was constant, both as a counsellor and as a generous contributor. His advice and
the benefit of his wide experience were also freely given to many youth movements in
other countries.
Taylor Statten was a member of the Arts & Letters Club for almost thirty
years, and quite a number of Club members have from year to year spent their summers
in Algonquin Park as members of the Camp's music staff. In more recent years, less
and less of the Chief's time was spent in Toronto; but, when the occasion permitted,
he enjoyed renewing the acquaintance of many old friends at the Club.
To me, as an intimate friend for more than thirty years, this picture of
Taylor stands out. At the Camp Banquet held on the last night of the 1956 season,
he sat with a group of us gathered there enjoying the programme. At one point, one
of the little "Inkies" stole over from the rest of the youngsters, and climbed up
on the Chief's lap, where he sat for the rest of the evening, eventually going to
sleep there.
There is a line from Leigh Hunt's "Abou Ben Adhem" that epitomizes Taylor
Statten's character: "I pray thee, then, write me as one who loves his fellow men."

